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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT & VICE CHANCELLOR
The 2017-18 year saw significant changes at UCN. First, was my appointment as the President and
Vice Chancellor in August of 2017. I would like to humbly acknowledge the Governing Council’s
support in this appointment and gratefully accept the challenge given to me to move UCN towards
increasing responsiveness to the education and training needs of
northern Manitoba.
We -- and I use the term “we” to mean all the management and
staff of UCN -- have accomplished a lot in the last year. We have
reached out to local and regional sponsors with a series of
sponsor forums designed to gain new levels of understanding and
partnership between the sponsors of our students and their
requirements.
We have taken an active approach to student recruitment by
initiating a comprehensive review of our recruitment and
marketing which has resulted in the hiring of three recruitment
officers with additional duties associated to sponsor relations.
We have redesigned and re-profiled our recruitment and
marketing material. As well, we are refocusing our registration
and admissions area to better engage and support new and
existing students. Student recruitment has been significantly
bolstered by a comprehensive Recruiting Implementation Plan
which is currently underway.
We have developed and will deliver new programs in the area of Paramedic, Public Administration,
Power Engineering, English as an Additional Language (EAL), Line Cook, and Aboriginal and
Northern Tourism. We are continuing to work towards developing new partnerships with other
institutions to deliver a Community Economic and Social Development degree, a Master’s of
Education, Network Communications Technology certification, and others.
We have created a new Northern Workforce Development Centre in Thompson to respond to the
immediate training needs of new and current workers. Our approach to workforce development
needs has changed considerably to be more proactive, more nimble and more focused on the
needs of northern employers.
We have created post-secondary access centres in two communities for students requiring access
to pre-post-secondary education and training to respond to the northern reality of lower than
average education levels, which act as a barrier to further education and job skills training. UCN
believes it is well positioned to create pathways for adult learners into post-secondary education or
into employment.
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Our Governing Council, along with the Learning Council and Council of Elders are reviewing and
renewing our institutional mission, vision and values and directing the management towards a new
strategic plan. Further to this end, our Institutional research and Community Based Services area
have undertaken a comprehensive consultation and survey process to accurately gauge northern
training needs which will be reflected in UCN’s new strategic plan.
Major initiatives in the areas of: Strategic Enrolment Management, Data Management, Quality
Assurance and on-line registration are underway.
UCN has also embarked on establishing itself as a digital learning hub, working with the Information
Communication Technology Council of Canada, the Information and Communications Technology
Council of Manitoba, North Forge, and others to ensure UCN has the capacity and tools to provide
Indigenous and northern learners with the skills and knowledge they need to participate in the new
economy.
We have accepted and will respond to the 11 recommendations in the College Review pertaining to
UCN which will lead to a “new” UCN that is focused on supporting northern Manitobans in social and
economic development of our region.
To that end, we have set four broad goals which will guide our strategies and actions:
1. Student Success
>

Enrolment, retention, graduation, employment

2. Engagement
>

Engage with industry, communities, responsive, relevant, innovative

3. Indigenization
>

Content, relevance, increase scholarship

4. Governance
>

Governance, leadership, administrative systems

We are optimistic that the next years will also be characterized by more students, more programs,
more partnerships and, more relevance to the needs of Indigenous and northern students and
communities.
Doug Lauvstad
President and Vice Chancellor
University College of the North
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MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNING COUNCIL CHAIR
I am pleased to present University College of the North’s 201718 Annual Report.
The past year has been one of significant change for the
University College of the North: We have had a significant
number of new Board members who have joined our team and
we look forward to focusing on the future growth of UCN and
northern Manitoba.
We concluded a comprehensive search for a new President
and Vice Chancellor and, effective August 1, 2017, the
Governing Council appointed Doug Lauvstad, a long-time
resident of northern Manitoba and a person with significant
experience in northern education and development.
We are also proud of the accomplishments of UCN,
including:
•

successfully implementing the College’s Trades and
Technology Division to ensure market relevance and
responsive programs for the northern labour market. New
programs developed during the last year include
Paramedic, Power Engineering, Heavy Equipment
Technician and Line Cook;

•

taking one of the most aggressive approaches across
the country to ensure that we are indigenizing our
curriculum. This helps to ensure that our courses and
programs reflect the 70% of our student body with
Indigenous heritage, and also speak to the 70% of the
population of northern Manitoba who are of Indigenous
decent;

•

marketing strategy and the implementation of
individualized learning plans to help students plan their
progress.

There’s much more that has happened and I want to thank all
the staff, students and UCN’s partners and stakeholders for
helping UCN fulfill its mandate to ensure the education and
training needs of northern Manitoba are met.
As well, I would like to thank the members of UCN’s
tri-council for their hard work, knowledge and expertise in
helping enrich the lives of the students and the communities we
serve.
Tom Goodman
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ABOUT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF THE NORTH
UCNS GOVERNING COUNCIL END
STATEMENTS ARE:
1. Knowledgeable, Empowered People and
Communities.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The following guiding principles serve as the foundation for the strategic plan for UCN:
•

That UCN be learner-centred with the
interests of the students placed above all
others in order to support their growth through
life’s journey.

•

That UCN be characterized by a culture of
respect, openness, inclusiveness and
acceptance.

•

That UCN reflects the Aboriginal reality and
cultural diversity of the North.

•

That Elder involvement be respected
throughout.

•

That UCN be dedicated to community and
northern development in the widest sense:
culture, economic and environmental.

•

That UCN be regionally and community-based,
adopting innovative curriculum design and
delivery to serve a vast territory.

•

That UCN has a strong labour market.

2. Respect for Diverse Northern and Aboriginal Cultures and Identities.
3. Research Capacity Developed for the
North.
4. An Educated Populace for Social and
Economic Development of the North.
5. Accessible, Equitable, Affordable and
Relevant Education throughout the
North.
VISION STATEMENT

VALUES

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the University College of
the North is to ensure northern
communities and people will have
access to educational opportunities,
knowledge and skills, while being
inclusive and
respectful of diverse
Aboriginal and northern values and
beliefs.

UCN seeks to create a sense of community
in which staff and students value excellence,
fairness, honesty, integrity, tolerance,
respect and service. We believe our
operations must be aligned with the
principles of justice, respect for others and
responsible care. UCN values academic
freedom, equality and diversity. We strive to
create a culture of open communication,
shared decision making and equity of
opportunity. We believe in the transforming
effects of education and that we have a
leadership role to play in the human
resource development of the people of
northern Manitoba.
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UCN operates with a tri-cameral system that includes the Governing Council, Learning Council and
Council of Elders. All Councils are mandated by the UCN Act.
GOVERNING COUNCIL
There are 20 members from a variety of geographic locations throughout Manitoba. The
membership is chosen and selected so as to provide a broad scope of experience and expertise
across educational backgrounds and the region. There is also representation from the Learning
Council, Council of Elders, UCN faculty, non-faculty and students. The Governing Council operates
under a policy governance model whereby the Council’s policies guide the work of the Council and
the UCN President and Vice Chancellor.
Some of the key activities undertaken by the Governing Council in 2016-17 include:
 Established the Governing Councils annual meeting schedule and calendar.
 Established the schedule for the review of the Governing Council’s policies and UCN’s Bylaws.
 Ongoing monitoring of the work of the UCN President and Vice Chancellor in relation to the
Governing Council’s policies through monthly reports as well as three monitoring reports per
year.
 As per the Governing Council’s annual calendar, received presentations from both internal and
external areas on a variety of topics.
COUNCIL OF ELDERS
The Council of Elders consists of no more than 17 voting members. Fourteen are Elders
representing the various communities that UCN serves, along with one representative from the
Governing Council and one member from the Learning Council. In November 2013, the Council of
Elders included a student in their composition. The student is to be appointed from the Student
Association Council and will alternate each year between the Thompson campus and The Pas
campus. The Council works in partnership with the Governing Council and the Learning Council.
The Council provides guidance within UCN by sharing Elders’ traditional knowledge of wisdom,
beliefs and values in a respectful and caring way. Council members participate in a variety of ways
across UCN including representation on the Governing Council, Learning Council and standing
committees of the Learning Council as well as selection committees for UCN faculty and
non-faculty positions. The Council provides guidance on academic development, Aboriginal culture
and actively participates in UCN conferences and events.
LEARNING COUNCIL
There are up to 32 voting members representing college and university faculty, academic
administration, academic resources, academic services, students, and a representative member
from Governing Council and Council of Elders.
The Learning Council has nine standing committees: awards, academic planning, curriculum and
standards, executive, library, research and scholarship, appeals, academic dress and equity. All
standing committees are comprised of UCN faculty, staff members, a Council of Elders member,
and a student member to ensure a broad representation of knowledge, ideas and input.
The Learning Council has ensured that UCN’s academic planning, programming and academic
standards continue to demonstrate excellence over the 2016-17 year. The Learning Council has
approved new degree and diploma programs and has ensured that existing academic programming
is current. The Council ensures UCN students are at the centre of the institution.
6
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UCN GOVERNING COUNCIL ENDS STATEMENT
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UCN GOVERNING COUNCIL MEMBERS
CHANCELLOR
Mr. Edwin Jebb
CHAIR
Mr. Tom Goodman
VICE-CHAIR
Mr. William (Bill) Schaffer
(Term Ended June 30, 2017)
Ms. Dee Chaboyer
(Appointed July 1, 2017)
PRESIDENT & VICE CHANCELLOR
Mr. Konrad Jonasson
(Retired August 2017)
Mr. Doug Lauvstad
(Appointed August 1, 2017)

COUNCIL MEMBERS Appointed by Government
Ms. Tracey Como
Mr. Tom Goodman
Ms. Sharain Jones
Ms. Linda Markus
Mr. Donald Nisbet
Ms. Edith Sexsmith
Mr. Albert Tait
Ms. Dayna Waring
COUNCIL MEMBERS Appointed by UCN Governing
Council
Ms. Dee Chaboyer
Mr. William (Bill) Schaffer (Term Ended June 30, 2017)
Mr. Ken Munro (Appointed July 1, 2017)
Staff Representation
Dr. Selvin Peter—University Faculty
Mr. Borys Kruk—College Faculty
Mr. Grant Nemeth—Non-Faculty
Student Representation
Ms. Kelsi Hitch (LGIC Student Appointment)
Mr. Brock Kramble (LGIC Student Appointment)
Council of Elders Representative
Elder Ernie Samatte
Learning Council Representative
Ms. Ann Barbour-Stevenson
UCN Tri-Council Executive Officer
Ms. Shelly Bulycz
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UCN LEARNING COUNCIL MEMBERS
CHANCELLOR

UNIVERSITY FACULTY

Mr. Edwin Jebb

Ms. Susan Barbeau , Health
Ms. Faye Bartlett, Education
Ms. Anne Barbour-Stevenson, Education
Ms. Melanie Belmore, Arts, Business & Science
Ms. Tammy Butler, Health
Dr. Keith Hyde, Arts, Business & Science
Ms. Susan Oxford, Librarian
Dr. Greg Stott, Arts, Business &Science

CHAIR
Ms. Ann Barbour-Stevenson
VICE-CHAIR
Ms. Brenda Wasylik
PRESIDENT & VICE CHANCELLOR
Mr. Konrad Jonasson
(Retired August 2017)
Mr. Doug Lauvstad
(Appointed August 1, 2017)
VICE-PRESIDENT, ACADEMIC AND
RESEARCH
Dr. Dan Smith
VICE-PRESIDENT, COMMUNITY
BASED-SERVICES
Ms. Donna Carriere
ASSOCIATE VICE-PRESIDENT, COLLEGE OF
TRADES AND TECHNOLOGY
Mr. Rob Penner

COLLEGE FACULTY
Ms. Laura Ayers, Education
Ms. Barb Carlson, Education
Mr. Jason Grandy, Business
Ms. Kim Laycock, Business
Ms. Andrea Robinson, Business
Ms. Brenda Wasylik, Health
STUDENT
Ms. Mercedes Cote
(Term Ended June 2017)
Ms. Priscilla Maud
(Appointed July 2017)

COUNCIL OF ELDERS REPRESENTATIVE
Elder Norma Leahy

EX-OFFICIO

GOVERNING COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. Roland Misling, Dean—Trades and
Technology

Mr. William (Bill) Schaffer
(Term Ended June 30, 2017)
Mr. Ken Munro
(Appointed July 1, 2017)
STUDENT COUNSELLOR
vacant
DEANS
Ms. Linda Melnick, Research & Innovation
Dr. Stan Gardner, Library and Instructional
Services
Mr. David Williamson, Education

Ms. Florence Watson, Dean—Student
Development and Registrar
Ms. Sandra Muilenburg, VP Finance and
Resources
Mr. Chris Reddy, VP Strategic Services and
Development
UCN TRI-COUNCIL EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Ms. Shelly Bulycz
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UCN COUNCIL OF ELDERS MEMBERS
Comprised of Elders from various communities throughout Northern Manitoba
CHAIR
Elder Martha Jonasson, Wabowden
VICE-CHAIR
Elder Stella Neff, Misipawistik Cree Nation
EXECUTIVE MEMBERS
Elder Mabel Bignell, Opaskwayak Cree Nation
Elder Ernie Samatte, The Pas
Elder Jimmy Hunter-Spence, Nelson House
TRI-COUNCIL REPRESENTATION
Governing Council Representative
Mr. Don Nisbet
Learning Council Representative
Mr. David Williamson
COUNCIL OF ELDERS MEMBERSHIP
Elder Nick Halcrow, Pimicikamak Cree Nation (Cross Lake)
Elder Norma Leahy, Thompson
Elder Martha Spence, Tataskwayak
Elder Joan Ledoux, Flin Flon
Elder Albert Tait, Norway House
UCN RESIDENT ELDERS
Elder Marie Ballantyne, Thompson Campus
Elder John Martin, The Pas Campus
UCN STUDENT COUNCIL REPRESENTATION
Dominique Labonte, Thompson Campus
UCN TRI-COUNCIL EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Ms. Shelly Bulycz
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FINANCE & RESOURCES
This section provides an overview of the financial results that UCN achieved in the fiscal year
ending March 31, 2018. Throughout this fiscal year, UCN continued to operate in a climate of
economic, technological and environmental change while looking to improve fiscal responsibility
and program offerings to Northern and Aboriginal students. UCN’s Mission, Vision and Strategic
Plan continued to guide the allocation of financial, human resources, and capital resources and
were the basis for budget decisions.
The total revenue for UCN General Fund is $45.2 million for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2018.
Total expenditures amounted to $44.7 million, leaving an Excess of Revenues over Expenses
amounting to $.5 million. This surplus has been added to UCN’s Unrestricted Net Asset balance.
Grant revenue from the Province of Manitoba represents UCN’s single largest source of revenue
and plays a key role in the ability to fund the activities of the institution.
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FINANCE & RESOURCES
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Throughout 2017-18, Human Resources managed the recruitment of approved new positions as
well as replacement of vacancies occurring through resignations and retirements. Although UCN
continued to manage vacancies carefully due to budget considerations, this year saw a high
number of advertisements – 122 positions were posted. There were also a number of other
staffing actions which took place through term conversions and short-term appointments through
the waiver process. Employment opportunities are widely advertised and promoted, in particular in
Aboriginal communities and on related websites. These efforts are intended to further promote
UCN’s vision and mission in relation to recruitment of a diverse and representative workforce, and
of Aboriginal faculty in particular. UCN’s advertising efforts and presence at career fairs throughout
the year are focused on attracting the best candidates for UCN, both in terms of faculty who work
directly with students, as well as filling all executive, administration and support roles.
In 2017-18, UCN continued to provide opportunities for staff and faculty to upgrade their knowledge
and skills, including the continuation of two professional development days entitled “UCaN Days”
and a variety of internal training opportunities. Cultural Proficiency training is now in place for all
UCN employees. Human Resource Development (HRD) includes short-term training as well as
potential funding for completion of full courses and programs such as Bachelor, Masters and Ph.D.
programs, along with other relevant certifications. Several faculty members attend international
conferences, and these continue to be important for UCN and the growth of the faculties and
research opportunities. It is important to note that given the location of UCN campuses and regional centres, the cost of any HRD activities and related travel is higher than for institutions located in
the southern part of the province. Many of these opportunities are funded based on the Collective
Agreement (Article 49 – Human Resource Development and Article 80 – Travel and Professional
Development Allowance). UCN also provides for educational leaves, research/study (sabbatical)
leaves and other types of leave or accommodation for training and education purposes.
UCN Human Resources also managed a number of employee relations issues throughout 201718. The number of formal grievance is low at UCN, as Human Resources works closely with
managers and the MGEU toward resolving issues at the lowest possible level wherever possible.
Human Resources also manages complaints under the Respectful Workplace Policy and the
Harassment and Discrimination Policy.
In addition to the responsibilities already noted, throughout 2017-18, the Pay and Benefits
Department with Human Resources continued to work diligently to ensure all employees are paid
accurately and on time. This can sometimes be a challenge in terms of receiving all of the
necessary documentation from managers in a timely manner, particularly due to the distributed
nature of the institution. Human Resources also assisted managers/supervisors with a variety of
issues such as assessment of new or revised positions in terms of classification analysis,
development of position descriptions, policy development and implementation, and general
consultation and administration of the Collective Agreement between UCN and the MGEU.
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CAPITAL PROJECTS

THE PAS HEALTH SKILLS LAB
UCN currently is working towards developing a Health Skills Lab in The Pas which will allow
UCN to better train and develop northern nurses and health care professionals. The current lab
has been outgrown, and does not provide enough space or beds for the current students. This
is further complicated by the implementation of the new nursing curriculum which has increased
from two skilled courses to four which will now require students in years two and three to use
the lab. In addition given the growing demand for health care professionals in Northern
Manitoba and the addition of UCN’s paramedic program this new lab is desperately required
and as such has become a priority. UCN is planning on utilizing the space vacated when the
new research library was constructed in The Pas. The lab construction is slated to be
completed by Fall 2018 in time for the fall intake of students.
It should be noted that health care programs across the country are utilizing simulation labs
because it enables the student to practice skills in an environment that allows for errors and
professional growth without risking patient safety. Furthermore, a national longitudinal,
randomized, controlled study conducted by the National Council for State Boards of Nursing
found substantial evidence that substituting high-quality simulation experiences for up to half of
traditional clinical hours produces comparable end-of-program education outcomes and new
graduates that are ready for clinical practice (Hayden, Smiley, Alexander, Kardong-Edgren and
Jeffries, 2014).
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The Pas Finance Trailer Repair and Upgrade
UCN has been utilizing temporary trailers for many years now and has come to the point where
renovation and repair of these units is required for continued utilization into the future. The trailers
will go through an abatement and drainage upgrade to address issues under the units. In addition
the trailers will be connected to allow additional room for all Finance staff to be under one roof. This
project is targeted to be completed by Fall 2018.
Thompson and The Pas Affordable Student Housing
UCN continues to explore options to provide housing for UCN students. Students find it difficult to
rent housing given the low vacancy rates in Northern Manitoba. It is important that UCN students
are able to find affordable, short-term housing for to remove one more barrier to achieving
success.
UCN continues to work towards additional single student residences and family housing at both
campuses--the long term goal being the construction of 100 family and 100 single student units in
both The Pas and Thompson. In partnership with Manitoba Housing, UCN continues to be able to
provide all 48 family housing units to students at rent geared to income; eliminating another barrier
for students. UCN, this year, will be converting 19 apartment units in Thompson to student housing
to provide students a place closer to campus and campus supports. At the same time UCN will be
continuing to use the student residence at Polaris 6 in Thompson.

UCN Student Housing in The Pas
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Information Technology (IT) worked on improving UCN’s computing environment during 2017-18.
This included replacing equipment in both Thompson and The Pas. The IT department also
replaced all the desktop computers in regional centres. IT has also continued improving the
Management Information System (MIS) this year. A consultant was engaged to change some of
IT’s processes and to customize some functionality. Some of the benefits of this work are already
being seen. Improvements continued on backbone systems.
UCN employees began using internal document storage in the MIS system resulting in less paper
based processes, less delay in processing time, and easier access to documents required to perform their duties.
The IT department continued work with the provincial auditors, along with hired consultants, on a
number of items. Progress continued to be made on projects including the refinement of a formal IT
risk assessment process, a formal Disaster Recovery Plan, and additional Business Continuity
Plans. The auditors also requested that UCN improve security protocols and practices regarding
databases. Acting on these recommendations, improvements continued to be made in this regard.
UCN’s new Zoom web conferencing platform continued to attract new users and had a positive
impact on the ability for participants to join meetings/courses from traditional video conference
rooms or via PC based equipment. This has meant faculty and staff can join from a distance with
their laptop, or multimedia device allowing them to teach classes outside of UCN’s campuses
resulting in less courses being cancelled. This has also meant easier integration with non-UCN
personnel and organizations for presentations, lectures, meetings, conferences and interviews.
The UCN IT Department continues to strive to provide the most current computing experience and
quick support for students and staff.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Communications has had a particularly active 2017-18 year. A Request For Proposal was
completed to find a company that could provide UCN with a recruitment and marketing strategy
designed specifically to increase enrolment and reach-out to future students through Smart
Phone Technology and Social Media with the ultimate goal to direct them to the UCN website.
Domino Creative was the successful company chosen and the work above is well underway.
There has been extensive research as well as several hundred surveys on past, current and
future students completed. Testimonial videos and a new viewbook are being created and it is
anticipated that website users will have a more positive and productive experience with the new
website.
Program brochures were re-written and updated on virtually every program UCN has to offer.
Regional centre course offerings and Expression of Interest posters were designed and
distributed throughout Northern Manitoba.
The Communications office played a key-role in the advertising for UCN’s first-ever “Industry
Engagement” night on The Pas Campus. It was a great success with local industry leaders
meeting with students to discuss employment opportunities following graduation.
UCN’s Truth and Reconciliation Wellness Conference took place on the Thompson campus and
was well attended with a wide variety of people who live and work in the region. The highlight of
the event was the keynote address from newly appointed Senator Mary Jane McCallum, a
member of the Opaskwayak Cree Nation.

Senator McCallum and UCN’s Council of Elders.
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ACADEMIC DIVISION
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ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH DIVISION
The Academic and Research Division has been working throughout 2017-18 to help ensure that
UCN plays a leading role in the cultural, economic, and social development of Northern Manitoba.
Focus has been on strengthening UCN’s research and academic activities and engagement with
communities and with industry. In addition to ensuring continual improvement in every-day
operations, the Academic and Research Division has been focused on achieving three clear and
critically important goals for UCN, expressed succinctly as more students, more programs, and
more partnerships.
More students
Throughout 2017-18, the Academic and Research Division has been working with the consultant
companies Education Connections and Domino Creative to develop a more robust and purposeful
student recruiting and marketing strategy. The final report is expected in early 2018-19, and it is
anticipated that UCN will proceed immediately with implementing the recommendations with a goal
of significantly increasing the number of students attending UCN. To this end, UCN’s Strategic
Enrolment Management Committee will be developing a detailed and comprehensive
implementation plan early in 2018-19.
As important as attracting more students is doing a better job ensuring that students already
enrolled are successful through to graduation. Building on the activities undertaken in previous
years, UCN continued to focus on retention initiatives. Many instructors have observed that a
principle difficulty faced by students is associated with writing skills. Deploying resources
established in 2016-17 to support preparation for post-secondary education, an online writing centre was established and physical writing centres are under development at both the Thompson and
The Pas campuses.
In 2017-18, UCN embarked on an ambitious process to redevelop how it approaches student
assessment and upgrading generally. The development of a new access department, reporting to
the Vice-President Academic and Research, was undertaken that would be responsible for
assessing student readiness and developing interventions to help ensure that students are ready for
their chosen program and for employment. It is anticipated that this approach will be implemented
first in regional centres, and then will be established at the Thompson and The Pas campuses.
The recruitment and retention of students is an “all hands on deck” evolution at UCN, and significant resources have been dedicated to this activity in the 2018/19 budget planning process. UCN
is confident that its programs meet the needs of northerners, and will ensure excellent opportunities
are available for northern students to achieve their dreams.
More programs
Significant work has been underway to develop new and expanded program offerings at UCN. In
2017-18, those efforts paid off with the introduction of the following programs:
English as an Additional Language in Thompson in partnership with Red River College
Power Engineering in Thompson in partnership with the Office of the Fire Commissioner
Expanded Health Care Aide certificate programming in The Pas
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Additionally, planning was undertaken to develop and resource programming that will be offered in
future academic years, including:
•

A 16-seat Primary Care Paramedic (PCP) certificate program in The Pas in partnership with
CritiCare EMS Manitoba, and an 8-seat PCP certificate program in Thompson in
partnership with Red River College

•

Network Communications Technology certificate in partnership with the Manitoba Institute
of Trades and Technology

•

Civil Technology Engineering certificate program in partnership with Red River College

•

A Line Cook program in Thompson

•

Public Administration Certificate to be offered in communities through contract training

•

Health Care Aide certificate program at Mathias Colomb Cree Nation

•

Aboriginal and Northern Tourism and Hospitality Management diploma to be offered at main
campuses in Thompson and The Pas

In 2017-18 after a period of review, UCN recommitted to the Diploma Practical Nursing (DPN)
program in Swan River for the long term. In addition, UCN has committed to a second intake in
DPN in Flin Flon in September 2019.
The Faculty of Health began exploring options to offer the Health Care Aide certificate on a rotating basis at regional centres and other communities.
Planning was undertaken in 2017-18 to establish a Health Skills Lab at The Pas campus that will
include a simulation lab. Supporting the Bachelor of Nursing Program, Health Care Aid certificate
program, and the PCP certificate program offered in The Pas, the new lab will help ensure that
northern students have access to state-of-the-art learning facilities.
In March 2018, the Minister of Education and Training officially opened the renovated science lab
at The Pas campus. The $2 million renovation was supported by investments from the
governments of Canada and Manitoba and expanded UCN’s science lab spaces to respond to
northern and Indigenous research and educational priorities and to bring labs up to industry
standards. Improvements include upgrades to chemical storage, fume hoods and safety devices.
The renovated science lab supports programming such as the Joint Bachelor of Nursing degree
program, the Natural Resources Management and Technology diploma program, and students
taking biology, chemistry and physics in UCN’s arts and sciences programs. Beginning in winter
2018, the Community Based Services Division and the Academic and Research Division began the
process of transitioning responsibility for industry-based contract training and continuing
education to the College of Trades and Technology. This transition is expected to be
completed in 2018-19 and will position the Academic and Research Division well to respond to
industry and labour market needs.
More partnerships
Throughout 2017-18, UCN worked to increase its engagement with communities, with researchers,
and with industry.
In November 2017, UCN hosted a Sponsors’ Forum where communities sponsoring UCN
students met to discuss ways to further improve relationships between UCN and community
education authorities. An action plan was developed and further forums are planned.
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UCN helped to provide leadership in the post-secondary system by transferring $20,000 in 2017/18
to support work developing Manitoba’s Indigenous Education Blueprint, a collaborative effort
between public and private schools, post-secondary institutions and community organizations to
develop a shared way ahead for achieving the educational calls to action from the Report of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission. This contribution and past contributions total nearly $65,000
over three years. UCN is justifiably proud of its contribution to the provincial effort around this
initiative.
For the fourth consecutive year, UCN hosted the Manitoba Education Research Network (MERN)
North conference, featuring presentations by researchers from multiple institutions on
various different topics that touched on northern education issues. UCN was proud to host the final
event held by MERN. MERN will wrap up activities as of the end of March, 2018.
Throughout 2017/18, work was undertaken to establish a Northern Workforce Development Centre (NWDC) on the Thompson Campus. Working with Thompson 2020, Vale, and the
Government of Manitoba, the NWDC will initially serve as a focal point for the workforce adjustment
that is taking place as a result of the planned reduction of Vale’s Thompson operations.
In fall 2017, UCN hosted two industry engagement nights that brought together employers, students and faculty members in networking events to discuss work-integrated learning, workplace
trends and employment opportunities.
In late February 2018, UCN began working with the Information Communications Technology
Association Manitoba (ICTAM) and the federally supported agency, Information and
Communications Technology Council (ICTC) to develop and establish a digital innovation hub at
UCN. The purpose of the hub is to help northerners and UCN students gain entrepreneurial,
innovation and other 21st Century skills (e.g. digital literacy), and to interact with other students, with
entrepreneurs and industry members to help develop business ideas. UCN continues to develop
the concept and is in active discussions with funders, including Industry Training and Employment
Services of Manitoba Education and Training, the Royal Bank of Canada (Future Launch) as well
as federal funding sources.
In March 2018, UCN hosted employer recognition luncheons as part of the celebration of National Co-op and Work Integrated Learning Week (March 19-23). The event formally recognized the
contributions of employers as partners in the delivery of work-integrated learning experiences for
UCN students. Faculty members from 15 programs nominated more than 60 employers for
recognition at the events held at UCN’s campuses in Thompson and The Pas.
Continuous Improvement
The Academic and Research Division is also engaging in a number of projects that help to ensure
that it is continually improving its services to students and its delivery of high quality post-secondary
education. For instance, in 2017/18 the Division began work to develop a data strategy to better
use information in planning. Additionally, working with the Learning Council, the Division has initiated a Quality Assurance Review to help ensure that UCN is exceeding quality standards in the
delivery of courses and programs. The Division, led by the Office of the Registrar, continued
working towards adopting online registration for introduction in the 2018/19 academic year.
Additionally, the Division will be working with other parts of UCN to develop an implementation
plan for the Government of Manitoba’s Colleges Review, received by UCN in mid-March 2018.
In pursuing these and other activities detailed in the following pages, the Academic and Research
Division and its faculties/college are helping to achieve UCN’s Academic Plan 2015-2020, and
ensuring that UCN is responsive to the needs of northern and Aboriginal Manitobans.
Dan Smith, Ph.D.
Vice-President Academic & Research
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KENANOW FACULTY OF EDUCATION
PROGRAM UPDATES
KENANOW BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
The Kenanow Bachelor of Education offers both the two year after-degree and integrated degree
programs on campus in The Pas and Thompson. Both programs involve preparing students to
provide Aboriginal and Northern culture and place-based learning in public education at the
middle years level (Grades 5 – 8). Programs continue to support opportunities to develop and
demonstrate leadership by students and faculty members. The Faculty of Education continues to
emphasize the establishment and strengthening of partnerships within educational partners and
community resources across the north.
In addition to on-campus programs, along with the Faculty of Arts, Business and Science,
Kenanow offers an integrated B.Ed and undergraduate degree for certification at the middle years
level. Students take the majority of their course work in the community but complete at least a
quarter of their practica sites outside the community for a more rounded experience. Each
community arranges to have local Elders or traditions involved in cultural activities. A culture
camp where students tie teaching methods and curriculum to land-based practices is a foundation of all community-based programs.
This year marked the second year of studies for a new cohort of programs in Cross Lake, Norway
House, Grand Rapids and Split Lake. Students have completed 45 credit hours of study, primarily
in Arts and Sciences. Many have also participated in local educational workshops and land-based
activities.
This year, the Kenanow program worked with the Centre for Aboriginal Languages and Culture to
have the Certificate in Teaching Ininimowin assessed for credit into the B.Ed. program. A template of transfer credits was completed, with 18 credit hours accounted for in Education and 12
credit hours in Arts.
Aboriginal and Northern Counselling Skills program
The Aboriginal and Northern Counselling Skills program, which began classes in The Pas in the
Fall 2015, had eight students graduate in June, 2017. These students were able to complete their
program while being employed full-time. The emphasis on Aboriginal perspectives allowed
students to develop more culturally meaningful practicum experiences.
The program also started in Swan River and will continue there until 2019, using local and
on-campus experts. A new cohort will begin in The Pas/OCN in 2018.
Faculty Departures and Arrivals
The Kenanow family hired Dermod Madden in 2017 but Dermod left UCN in early 2018 due to
family reasons. Christine Duncan will be joining us in 2018.
After several years with UCN (and formerly BUNTEP), Leo Nijssen retired from Kenanow.
Sadly, the Kenanow family also lost Chuck Bourgeois and Sam Nyarku over the recent summer.
The losses will be difficult but, Kenanow will continue its programming in their memory.
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RESEARCH, PUBLICATION, ARTISTIC AND COMMUNITY OUTREACH
This year, the Kenanow Faculty of Education began its program review process by meeting with
local Elders involved in the creation of the Kenanow model. Faculty also reviewed the
outcomes for each course in the B.Ed. program to ensure content was relevant and reflected
Aboriginal values and practices. An external reviewer familiar with the Kenanow model will
conduct a formal review as well in 2018-19.
Research and community service continue to be priorities for the Kenanow faculty in all
programs. The ECE initiatives like Supper and a Book and Rec and Read as well as examples of
how to include Aboriginal teachings, crafts and ceremonies continued with additional
outreach between the ECE and B.Ed. programs.
Kenanow faculty and staff developed formal presentations and article submissions on Cultural
Proficiency, Land-Based Education and Technology outlined in presentations at the five year
anniversary project in February.
Land and place-based education continues to serve as a natural learning environment for
Kenanow B.Ed. students and UCN faculty. Developed as a partnership between UCN and the
School District of Mystery Lake, the Mile 20 initiative showcases intergenerational learning and
land-based learning while also modelling principles of cultural proficiency. In The Pas, funds
secured by a faculty and community group, lead by Olivia McCorriston, began development of the
Rosie Mayne Trail to become a cultural teaching and learning space.
Examples of the teachings drawn from Kenanow partnerships were developed for the final
Manitoba Education and Research Network (MERN) conference, hosted by UCN.
Ann Barbour Stevenson (and students), Dave Anderson (and students), Angela Wolfe and Chuck
Bourgeois all attended the MERN North conference in March.
David Williamson, the dean of the Kenanow Faculty of Education, continues to participate in the
poetry community, publish in local and national anthologies and is now an associate
member of the League of Canadian Poets. He also participated in the Council of Ministers of
Education of Canada forum in Vancouver on Indigenizing teacher education programs. Follow up
work will be done through 2018-19.
The Kenanow Faculty of Education continues to celebrate partnerships with community and
educational organizations and recognizes the challenges facing education in the north. While the
Faculty of Education’s current community-based programs are still new, new programs to be
offered in other northern communities are being developed. It is anticipated that the
connection to FABS will be strengthened and faculty recruited to keep the Kenanow model
growing.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
The Early Childhood Education (ECE) Program on both campuses includes a Workplace Education
program for those employed in early childhood education as well as full-time Year I and II programs
and the 40 hour course for child care aides employed in local child care centres. This year, the ECE
program was offered in Easterville through Community-Based Services. The Pas was able to offer
dual credit courses for local high schools, an initiative which allows high school graduates to enter
the work force as child care aides recognized by the province.
Aboriginal teachings from Elders and local traditional teachers form the curricular foundation in the
ECE program. ECE students are expected to participate in community outreach activities to
enhance their studies. Examples of these include government funded programs like Supper and a
Book and Rec and Read. In The Pas, under a Literacy for Life grant, the Supper and a Book and
Lunch and Literacy programs provide ECE students with opportunities to work with families in
literacy development, themed crafts and storytelling. Under the Aboriginal Mentorship Program,
Rec and Read is a research initiative with the University of Manitoba where ECE students mentor
high school and community members on the importance of reading and recreation in developing a
healthy lifestyle. It is also tied to developing diabetes awareness but the ECE program’s primary
role is in establishing community relationships and promoting reading and recreation.
In June, 2018, ECE educators joined other ECE staff from Red River College, Assiniboine
Community College and l’Universitaire du St. Boniface at the MCECEC Conference to discuss
common themes, challenges and goals in Early Childhood Education. UCN’s use of Aboriginal
teachings is very popular among the other institutions, providing opportunities to discuss and
develop sharing Aboriginal perspectives.
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FACULTY OF ARTS, BUSINESS AND SCIENCE
The Faculty of Arts, Business, and Science (FABS) had a very busy year in 2017-18. Program
development was ongoing in most program areas and an external review of UCN’s History program
was conducted. This year saw an increase in the number of FABS faculty engaged in research
work. FABS also developed two new programs (a Public Administration certificate that has been
approved and is ready for delivery via contract training and the Aboriginal and Northern
Tourism and Hospitality Management program was developed and currently awaiting Ministry
approval). FABS also began delivery of the Community Economic Development program on UCN’s
two main campuses in 2017.
PROGRAM CHANGES
Business Program
Business Administration Diploma (BUAD)
Modified BUAD program became operational
Courses deleted
MGT.2940 (Desktop Publishing)
MGT.1710 (Computer Applications 1)
MGT.2710 (Computer Applications 2)
MSC.1751 (Business Mathematics)
ART.1310 (Communications)
Courses added
MGT.1003 (Personal Finance)
MGT.1849 (Spreadsheet & Database Management)
MGT.2620 (Taxation 1)
UC.MGT.1410 (Introduction to Business)
MGT 2565 (Introduction to Management Information Systems)
Reordering and Prerequisite change
Courses in the BUAD program reordered
Requirement for assessment for academic advising dropped
ART.1310 (Communication) removed as prerequisite for MGT.1410 (Organizational
Behaviour)
ART.1310 (Communication) removed as prerequisite for ART.1322 (Essentials of Business
Communication)
Prerequisite for MGT.2550 (Business Seminar) changed to“All required CORE and Major
courses plus one ELECTIVE course”
Removal of MSC.1751 from program prompted co-requisite for MGT.1010 (Introductory
Financial Accounting 1) changed from MSC.1751 and MSC.1780 to MSC.1780
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Office Assistant Certificate (AOC) Program
Modified OA program became operational
Courses deleted
MGT.1642 (MS Excel)
MGT.1662 (MS Access)
ART.1310 (Communications)
ART.1340 (Career Development)
MGT.1011 (Basic Accounting Theory)
MGT.2940 (Desktop Publishing)
MGT.1672 (MS PowerPoint and Office Integration)
Courses added
MGT.1849 (Spreadsheet and DBM)
MGT.1322 (Essentials of Business Communication)
ART.1342 (Professional Development)
MGT.1012 (Basic Accounting 1)
MGT.1022 (Basic Accounting 2)
MGT.1674 (MS PowerPoint & Publisher
MGT.1715 (Computer Concepts
Courses modified
MGT.1632 (MS Word) – Course hours reduced from 90 to 75.
MGT.1120 (Computerized Accounting – Small Business) - pre-requisites updated
MGT.1981 (Work Practicum) to update prerequisites
Inactivated MGT 1672 (PowerPoint and Office Integration) and ART 1340 (Career Development)
Reordering and Prerequisite change
Prerequisite for MGT.1804 (Business Correspondence and Document Formatting) changed
from ART.1310 and MGT.1632 to ART.1322 and MGT.1632
Prerequisite for MGT.1604 (Keyboarding) changed from MGT.1603 to MGT.1602 and
MGT.1603
Prerequisite for MGT.1620 (Skillbuilding) changed from MGT.1604 and MGT.1602 to
MGT.1604
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Community Economic Development (CED)
Revamped CED program became operational
Courses deleted
MGT.2551 (Practicum 2) deleted from program
Reordering of courses in the program
Courses Added
Project Planning and Management
MGT.2250 (Introduction to Tourism)
MGT.2200 (Land Management course)
Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA)
Accounting Stream in the BBA created.
Courses (i.e., Accounting Theory, Advanced Financial Accounting, Advanced Managerial
Accounting, Auditing, and Corporate Taxation) specific to the stream approved.
General
Business department participated in the following new program development in the Faculty of
Arts, Business and Science (FABS).
Aboriginal and Northern Tourism and Hospitality Management (ANTHM) program.
Public Administration Certificate (PAC) program.
Aboriginal & Northern Studies (ANS)
Pre-requisite changes
ANS.2960; ANS.3900 and ANS.3960
Changes from Permission of the Dean to ANS.1000, ANS.1001 or Permission of the
Instructor
ANS.3600 – Economic Development in the Circumpolar North
Pre-requisite change from SOC.1005, ECO.1001 to 6 credit hours in ANS or Permission of
the Instructor
New Course
ANS.2155 – Learning Cree through Storytelling
Online course
ANS.1000 & ANS.1001 in the process of approval to offer courses via online
Future courses
Two ANS faculty were part of a committee to create a new program and through the process,
there were two new course creations that ANS would like to incorporate:
ANS.2XXX – Aboriginal Peoples, Lands and the Environment: Contemporary Issues and
ANS.2XXX – Governance and Housing
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English Program
English / FABS added a new faculty member in August 2017—Dr. Gilbert McInnis. A primary
concern for English throughout the year was implementing as many suggestions as possible from
the External Review conducted by Dr. Terrence Craig (Department of English, Mount Allison
University) and Dr. Michael John DiSanto (Department of English, Algoma University) on
April 25-27, 2017. An Indigenous Literature specialist position has been advertised for the
department’s minor, which the reviewers stated has “great potential.” Faculty member, Dr. Sue
Matheson, was able to add English faculty profiles to the website, and the department is currently
discussing additions to the redesigned website with the Director of Communications.
A sub-committee, comprised of faculty members, is considering course descriptions in the
Academic Calendar, which the reviewers felt were a bit out-of-date. The sub-committee will also
consider whether 6-credit courses will continue to be offered. The department has also decided to
discontinue offering film courses due to technological issues. Freeing up credit hours will allow the
sub-committee to consider the addition of first-year genre based courses that the reviewers felt are
needed. The sub-committee’s recommendations will be discussed in the first English meeting in
August 2018 and the decision made there regarding program changes will then be taken to Faculty
Council in the fall. The department’s response to the External Review was submitted to the Dean in
February 2018.
Another issue raised in the External Review, but with much wider implications for the institution as a
whole, was student retention. This has also been highlighted as of importance in the Manitoba
government’s review of higher education. Student writing abilities are key to this problem. To this
end, with the assistance of Dean Harvey Briggs, English faculty contribute to FABS Online Writing
Support and the Writing Centre in Thompson. Plans are also underway to expand the roles of these
faculty members, in order to further work towards both student retention and student success at
UCN.
It should be added that, further to the above stated goal of improving student writing, all English
faculty in both Thompson and The Pas facilitated workshops at the Learners’ Assistance Centres.
These, unfortunately, were not well attended, so all efforts now will be focused on publicizing FABS
Online Writing Support and the Writing Centres. An effort will be made in the coming academic year
to reinstate a mandatory first-year academic writing course for all FABS students.
Dr. Joseph Atoyebi and Dr. Ying Kong started a journal for UCN student writing, Muses from the
North. All English faculty serve as editorial board members. The journal contains student academic
writing (which can serve as models for other UCN students to emulate) and creative writing and art
by UCN students. Fall 2017 saw the first issue, and the second issue will be coming out shortly.
The journal has drawn regional attention, and Drs. Atoyebi and Kong were interviewed by The
Thompson Citizen and made a presentation to the UCN Council of Elders on the purpose of the
journal. They will also be making a similar presentation to the UCN Governing Council in the near
future.
Dr. Keith Hyde and other English faculty members organized another successful Literary Arts
Festival at The Pas campus on April 24-25, 2018. This year’s guest speakers were
David Robertson, Greg Chomichuck, and Jennifer Storm. Dr. Ying and Carolyn Creed conducted
workshops and readings at the festival.
English faculty members are working on how best to contribute to the Northern Workforce
Development Centre at the Thompson campus that opened on May 18, 2018.
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Science
There were no major changes to the Science program at UCN for the academic year 2017-18. The
new development includes hiring of a lab technician for the newly renovated lab in The Pas. The
Statistics course (UC.ASC.1005L) approved earlier by the Learning Council was developed and
offered via video conferencing from The Pas site. The credit transfer with University of Manitoba for
this course was secured. The hands on laboratory component for each science course offered by
distance was managed and/or taught by an instructor on the receiving site to avoid excessive
travelling.
Social Sciences and Humanities
After last year’s focus on administrative and UCN calendar cleanup, this year was spent largely
strengthening the Social Sciences (SSC) program and successfully completing the program review
for History (HIS). Faculty reviewed the list of courses from other subjects which can be credited to
the SSC major and minor. Expanding the number of 2000-level courses for Political Studies (POL)
and Philosophy (PHI), and creating a PHI minor was considered, but it was determined to suspend
further development given the limited number of faculty members. HIS faculty modified HIS.1000
and HIS.1001 to meet the University of Manitoba Writing Requirements. However, it was decided
that the requested modifications would have been too onerous for many entry-level UCN students.
Inquiries were also made into developing an on-line course; however, discussion was suspended
following a directive by the Research, Education, and Learning Committee. Discussions regarding
involvement possibilities with the newly formed UCN Business Incubator are ongoing.
The breadth and depth of the SSC program was fortified by making several changes. In order to
enhance students’ understanding of quantitative research and statistics, a new second-year
Introduction to Research Methods course was devised; accordingly, the program was changed to
make this course mandatory for both 3- and 4-year SSC majors. Both this new course and
ANS.2100 Research Methods in Aboriginal and Northern Studies 1 will be required for the
3- and 4-year SSC Major to ensure that students are well-grounded in qualitative and quantitative,
Indigenous and western methodologies. The frequently offered SOC.3460 Special Topics in
Societies and Cultures: Sociology of Aging was converted into a regular 3000-level course. Faculty
who teach 1000-level courses discussed ways of standardizing reading and writing requirements for
first-year courses. After much discussion on expanding the number of 2000-level Sociology and
Social Science courses, the faculty have decided to develop two new courses: 2xxx.Sociology of
Health and 2xxx.Social Stratification /Social Inequality. It is anticipated that sample outlines will be
created by September 2018.
As indicated above, the majority of HIS activity centered around preparations for the History Review,
which culminated in an onsite visit to the Thompson Campus by external reviewer Prof. James
Naylor in January 2018. Prof. Naylor provided an extremely favourable review of UCN’s HIS faculty
and program. Faculty will await feedback from the Academic Planning Committee before
addressing his recommendations.
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RESEARCH AND CREATIVE WORKS
As noted above FABS had an increase in research activity this year and this includes a very exciting
development from the ANS program that involves UCN’s first application for Tri-Agency funding as a
principal investigator (which currently is in the review process and the result is expected on May 31,
2018). This project concerns the repatriation of artwork from the McKay Residential School in
Dauphin to the families and/or communities of those former students. Dr Jennie Wastesicoot is
leading this project and her collaborators on this project include Dr Andrea Walsh from the University
of Victoria, the McKay Residential School Survivors group, and the Keewatin Tribal Council.
Dr. Amzad Hossain and Dr. Ying Kong carried on with the research they had completed last year
while working in partnership with Dr. Karen Rempel of Brandon University. Using the data collected
for their earlier project Dr.’s Hossain and Kong did a reanalysis of the data gathered at the
Thompson campus to look for broader trends in the results. They have presented their work and are
presently in the process of publishing the results.
Dr. Joseph Atoyebi and Dr. Ying Kong began a research project that will comprise a number of
phases. Phase one involved the creation of an online student journal (this was completed in 2017).
Phase two is now getting underway and it will be a series of interviews with students who have
published in the journal which will focus upon the impact of the experience of publishing their work.
Dr. Sue Matheson continued to lead FABS with her stellar academic work in 2017-18. Not only has
Dr. Matheson continued to produce important works but she has also worked to establish UCN’s
academic relationships to the broader academic world beyond Northern Manitoba.
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FACULTY OF HEALTH
PROGRAMS
Joint Bachelor of Nursing (JBN)
Diploma in Practical Nursing (DPN)
Law Enforcement
Health Care Aide
MARKETING
The Law Enforcement program delivered recruitment presentations to Frontier Collegiate in
Cranberry Portage and Cormorant Lake School. The UCN Website now has information about how
to be a Law Enforcement Student for the day, and welcomes students and sponsors on campus to
shadow a student in the program. Students and instructors had a booth at the Career Expo in The
Pas and had an interactive table with the Wheel of Fortune Quiz and the Fatal Vision Goggle
activities that educates people on the effects of alcohol and marijuana. The UCN Student Life
Facebook Page regularly displays photos of the various activities in which the Law Enforcement
students are involved.
All programs within the Faculty of Health have revamped recruitment material.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The Law Enforcement students continue to strengthen their relationship with community resources.
They are very active participants in the community through their volunteering course and have
committed volunteer hours to Oscar’s Place, the Royal Canadian Legion, the Animal Shelter, Speed
Watch, recreational hockey and school sports.
Faculty and students from the Law Enforcement and Joint Bachelor of Nursing (JBN)
programs participated in Career Trek and Frontier Collegiate Extended Options program this past
year.
All programs within the Faculty of Health continue to host annual Program Advisory Committee
meetings in which industry and community members attend and provide leadership and expertise for
the Faculty of Health programming.
PARTNERSHIPS
In May 2018, in celebration of Florence Nightingale, nursing was showcased in the library spotlight,
the faculty hosted coffee and cake for UCN students, staff and faculty.
Through the Northern Nursing Education Network, a fourth year JBN student from Thompson
attended the 2017 Northern Nursing Summer Institute in Tromsø, Norway.
The Summer Institute brings together 12-15 northern nursing students from around the world to
meet and learn from their peers and collectively review and compare nursing practices and needs
around the Circumpolar North.
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The Law Enforcement class collaborated with Frontier School Extended Options Program and
participated in mentoring and educating the high school students. They also presented the Fatal
Vision interactive program in the Oscar Lathlin Library as part of spotlight on Law Enforcement. The
Law Enforcement program continues to strengthen their relationship with community resources and
regularly have the RCMP work with the students in the classroom. They have hosted guest
speakers from the Sherriff Department, and the Corrections Division. They have attended
presentations by Fisheries and Oceans Enforcement, Citizens on Patrol, Aurora House, and
Nishnawbe Aski First Nations Police Force. Students collaborate with Protective Services on a
regular basis as they participate in both on and off campus scenarios. Students were active
volunteers at UCN in-campus Orientation, sporting events, the annual pow-wow, and the ever
popular Trappers Daze where they fundraised by arresting and locking up students and faculty.
Northern Health Region and UCN representatives continues to meet bi-annually to clarify
issues, develop strategies, and establish action plans to ensure each organization continues to meet
the human resource needs to delivery health care and teach health care programs.
PROGRAMMING
The Law Enforcement Special Topics Course this year included FASD, Workers of Tomorrow,
Health and Safety, Self Defense, Field Investigation and land-based education. Members of The
Pas and OCN RCMP, as well as past faculty member, Murray Knudson, were part of the panel to
assess and critique this year’s field investigation. A faculty member from FABS, Dr. Leo Nijssen,
participated as the trial judge for a mock trial held in Term 20.
Students participated in the ‘walk through time’ at Wanuskewin Park, which highlights people’s
sacred relationship with the land. The Community Problem Solving course project had students
develop a lockdown procedure presentation for faculty and staff. The UCN Workplace Health and
Safety committee has asked the students to provide the presentation throughout the year.
The JBN Nursing Faculty continue to collaborate with the College of Nursing at the University of
Manitoba to develop and implement the revised nursing curriculum. Year four of the new curriculum
commenced in September 2017. Within the JBN program blended learning formats are integral to all
clinical experiences, as students apply classroom knowledge to the healthcare setting. They
practice skills and assessments on real clients, and complete written assignments to solidify their
grasp of concepts.
On-campus clinical, otherwise known as simulation, was introduced in the winter term of 2018 with
Year 3 term 2 students participating in the scenarios. Plans to introduce on-campus clinical with
Year 2, term 2, Year 3 and Year 4 students will commence for the 2018-19 academic year.
The 2016 Swan River Diploma in Practical Nursing (DPN) cohort will graduate this academic year.
The pinning ceremony for 10 graduands was held on Tuesday, June 19, 2018. The graduates are
eligible to write the Canadian Practical Nurse Registration Examination (CPNRE) in September
2018. Applications are being accepted for a new DPN cohort in Swan River beginning in September
2018.
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The Flin Flon DPN cohort began in September 2017 with an intake of 13 students. Nine students are
expected to progress to Year 2 in September 2018. UCN has committed to another cohort in Flin
Flon in the 2019-20 academic year.
The Health Care Aide program is delivered annually by distance delivery (Adobe Connect) to various
sites in northern Manitoba. This program is highly regarded and continues to be requested on a
frequent basis. The January 2018 distance program was delivered to the communities of The Pas,
Thompson and Swan River. The program is also available in communities on a contract basis,
although the inability to recruit qualified instructors for short term employment (i.e. under 7 months)
has resulted in several contracts being cancelled. A number of CBS HCA offerings occurred
throughout the north in the following communities: Norway House, Nelson House, Cross Lake, Flin
Flon and The Pas.
The Joint Primary Care Paramedic certificate program, offered in collaboration with Criti Care EMS
Academy, will commence in September 2018. It is anticipated that 16 students will begin the
program.
STAFF ACHIEVEMENTS
Congratulations to Tammy Butler on obtaining her Masters of Nursing in December of 2017.
Welcome to Megan Boscow, Shamilla Thethy and Kathleen Threinen, UCN’s new nursing instructors
for the JBN program.
Welcome to Susan Crawford, Sheri McPhee, Dorothy Loder and Cassandra Cowper, UCN’s new
nursing instructors for the DPN program.
Congratulations to Chris Pallan, Law Enforcement instructor, for obtaining facilitator status for
Applied Suicide Intervention Training and the Blanket Exercise.
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS
The Nursing Student Association, Thompson chapter has been active with community events such
as: a donation to Relay for Life, initiating a food drive for the Ininiwi Kiskinwamakewin center at the
Thompson Campus and the Salvation Army, sponsored a bowling night to celebrate Nursing
Students Week and celebrating Nurses’ Week by sponsoring a BBQ lunch for nurses at the
Thompson Hospital.
The Nursing Student Association, The Pas Chapter, has also been active with community events
such as: the Halloween food drive with all donations to Oscar’s House, student appreciation gift
basket raffle with free cake and coffee for all students at The Pas Campus, sponsored Nursing
Games Night, providing the Teddy Bear Clinic for all children in the community, and volunteering at
the Rotary Lobsterfest.
Several JBN students attended the Canadian Nursing Student Association National Conference in
Nanaimo, British Columbia in January 2018.
Congratulations to Ashley Romanow from Thompson, as the recipient of the College of Registered
Nurses of Manitoba’s Medal of Excellence.
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COLLEGE OF TRADES AND TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAMS
Automotive Technician
Carpentry / Woodworking
Carpentry Apprenticeship Training
Culinary Arts
Electrical Trades Fundamentals
Facilities Technician
Heavy Duty Mechanics
Industrial Electrician Apprenticeship Training
Industrial Mechanic (Millwright) Apprenticeship Training
Industrial Welding
Natural Resources Management Technology
Plumbing Trades Fundamentals
Small Motor Repair
BACKGROUND
The College of Trades and Technology (CTT) encompasses all of the trades and industrial skills
training that occurs at UCN at its two main campuses (Thompson and The Pas), programs
conducted in communities with UCN’s Community-Based Services division, and activities delivered
in partnerships with businesses, northern school divisions / districts and other post-secondary
educational institutions within the province of Manitoba.
The CTT is committed to working closely with community and industry partners to ensure that all
programming is closely aligned with labour market needs and development activities in northern
Manitoba. To do this, CTT delivers pre-employment programs, apprenticeship training, and rotating
programs (varying between years and by locations). All apprenticeship programs are delivered
under the auspices of Apprenticeship Manitoba and all pre-employment programs are accredited by
Apprenticeship Manitoba. Further, the CTT is guided by a Strategic Council and Program Advisory
Committees to ensure that its programming aligns with the needs of Manitoba.
This level of activity is undertaken by just over 25 FTE faculty and staff, one administrative assistant,
and an associate vice-president for CTT. Additional faculty are engaged for rotating programming
and as casual employees.
PARTNERSHIPS
Programming at the CTT is conducted at UCN as well as in partnerships with other post-secondary
institutions, sector councils, and others. Some of these partners include Manitoba Institute of Trades
and Technology, Assiniboine Community College, Apprenticeship Manitoba, Northern Manitoba
Sector Council, Manitoba Construction Sector Council, Manitoba Heavy Construction Association,
and others.
Working to develop the next generations of trades and technology students is an important part of
UCN’s commitment to the north. For the CTT, this translates into joint delivery of programming for
students in Frontier School Division, Kelsey
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School Division, Opaskwayak Educational Authority, Swan Valley School Division, School District of
Mystery Lake, Flin Flon School Division, and other educational authorities. CTT is also part of the
Northern Technical Vocational Consortium of the northwestern Manitoba school divisions as well as
the Colleges Working Group of Manitoba Construction Sector Council.
Industry partners also play an important part in the work of CTT. As an example, CTT worked with
Assiniboine Community College, Apprenticeship Manitoba, and Sodexo to implement apprenticeship
cook training at the Keeyask hydro development construction site on the Nelson River during the
winter of 2017-18. Additional industry partnerships exist with Vale, Manitoba Hydro, and other
small-, medium- and larger employers.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Faculty within CTT are regular participants in community outreach and career development activities. For example, during the 2017-18 academic year, faculty members hosted activities at
Try-A-Trade at Thompson, Career Expo in The Pas, Young Women’s Conference and Northern
Skills Showcase at The Pas, the Northern Skills Challenge at The Pas, Extended Options and “4+1”
programming with Frontier School Division, and numerous grade specific activities for students in
nearby middle and secondary schools. Many of these activities would not happen without the work
of the faculty members and our partners such as Skills Canada Manitoba, Career Trek, the Northern
Technical Vocational Consortium, and others.
WORK INTEGRATED LEARNING
Alignment with workforce needs is an important component of all programming within CTT. CTT had
over 200 apprentices in training at UCN this year, and is proud of the fact that all programs include
workplace education and experiential learning components.
HIGHLIGHTS
Faculty and staff of CTT have much to be proud of, and a few of the accomplishments during the
2017-18 academic year include:
• Improving partnerships with northern school divisions to ensure that secondary school
students are engaged in post-secondary programming and career development;
• One of the Industrial Mechanic instructors, Mike Williamson, being awarded as the
Apprenticeship Manitoba Instructor of the Year;
• Additional partnerships with a number of the sector councils in Manitoba including
Manitoba Construction Sector Council, Northern Manitoba Sector Council, Information
Communication Technology Association of Manitoba, Construction Association of
Rural Manitoba, and others;
• Hosting the highly successful Northern Skills Challenge at UCN The Pas Campus;
• Grand opening of the Northern Workforce Development Centre at UCN Thompson Campus;
• Expansion of renewable energy technology systems at the Gordie Gale Training Centre; and,
• Opening of the Carpentry Shop at Swan Valley Regional Secondary School and UCN’s Swan
River Regional centre with corresponding expansion of joint programming.
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NORTHERN MANITOBA MINING ACADEMY
BACKGROUND
The Northern Manitoba Mining Academy (NMMA) is a unique partnership providing innovative and
responsive solutions for the creation of knowledgeable, skilled, and sustainable workforces, and a
vibrant mineral-resource industry. From its base of operations in Flin Flon, Manitoba, the NMMA
develops and implements strategic training initiatives for new hires, skill enhancement for those
currently employed, and research activities to strengthen the social, economic, and environmental
benefits of robust mining and other heavy industry sectors. With career-focused training,
industry-focused solutions, and resource-focused research, this academy is located within the
shadow of one of the largest mines in northern Manitoba, and adjacent to UCN’s Regional Centre in
Flin Flon. This provides the NMMA with direct access to industry expertise as well as classroom
space at the Regional Centre. This complements the NMMA facility, which is equipped with mineral
sample preparation equipment, petrographic microscopes, a wet laboratory, and a ThoroughTec
Cybermine underground mining simulator. Activities are not, however, restricted to the Flin Flon
area as the NMMA works with clients throughout northern Manitoba and surrounding provinces and
territories.
During the 2017-2018 academic year, the NMMA worked with over 500 students and engaged
another 500+ individuals in outreach and career exploration activities. This was accomplished with a
small staff complement of a Manager (1.0 FTE), part-time Geologist (0.25 FTE), and a shared
position (0.5 FTE) with Brandon University that serves as a Professional Associate of the NMMA.
With this small staff, most programming is delivered by contract and part-time instructors as well as
industry experts.
PARTNERSHIPS
Programming at the NMMA is conducted by UCN in partnerships with other service providers such
as Safety Services Manitoba, Manitoba Heavy Construction Association, Safe Work Manitoba, and
others. In addition, the NMMA works closely with the Northern Manitoba Sector Council, and the
school divisions of northern Manitoba. The MOU that NMMA has with the Mining Association of
Manitoba also ensures that the NMMA is involved in training with many industry partners and
Indigenous communities throughout the north.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Highlights for the 2017-18 academic year included, among other things:
•

Securing a full-time Manager for the NMMA, Mr. Craig Cowper, who came to the Mining
Academy after years of service in the mining industry from Ontario to Saskatchewan.

•

Strengthening of partnerships with organizations such as Manitoba Heavy Construction
Association, Safety Services Manitoba, WCB, Safe Work Manitoba, and others for delivery of
programming that included Confined Space, Flag Person, First Aid, Transportation of Dangerous
Goods (TDG), Fall Protection, Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling
Chemicals/Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (GHS / WHMIS), Basic Life
Support, etc.

•

Graduating a class of new prospectors. More exciting than graduation, however, is the fact that,
with the assistance of the NMMA, 3 of the 9 graduates immediately staked their first claim and
proudly marketed this property at Manitoba’s Mining and Minerals Convention in November.

•

Signing a memorandum of understanding to increase the partnerships between NMMA and the
Mining Association of Manitoba.

•

Assisting several students from Cambridge University as they completed research work in the
Flin Flon area.

•

Actively participating in the Look North Mining Joint Action Group and the First Nations Mining
Economic Development Group.

•

Ensuring that the NMMA had a presence at both the Manitoba Mining and Minerals Convention
and also the Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada convention (perhaps the largest
mining convention in the world).

•

Working with local schools, such as Creighton Community School and Frontier Collegiate, to
inform students of the career pathways that exist in northern Manitoba. This critical work does
not happen in isolation and the NMMA was pleased to partner with not only the school divisions
but also Career Trek, Skills Canada Manitoba, Northern Technical Vocational Consortium,
Northern Manitoba Sector Council, and others.
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LIBRARY SERVICES

UCN Libraries consist of two campus libraries, The Pas and Thompson, three public libraries,
Norway House, Pukatawagan and Easterville (Chemawawin), and a departmental library in the
Swan River Health Centre.
While the three First Nation communities’ public libraries are included in the body of this report, a
separate report for each library is included as Appendices.
UCN MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of University College of the North is to ensure Northern communities and people will
have access to educational opportunities, knowledge and skills, while being inclusive and respectful
of diverse Northern and Aboriginal values and beliefs.
This mission statement is the backbone behind having partnerships with First Nation communities in
order to develop, maintain, and operate Public Libraries in their communities.
The table below shows the total number of people visiting UCN’s libraries this year.

Year

Total people in libraries:
Chemawawin / Easterville

The Pas

Thompson

Pukatawagan

Norway House

2013/14

10,820

120,093

12,577

12,612

2015/16

26,775

73,397

36,007

9,303

2016/17

21,148

56,853

38,048

5,876

7,824

2017/18

21,350

63,107

24,756

2,746

10,820
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For the fifth year, funds were received from
the Winnipeg Foundation to support the
“Supper and a Book/Lunch and Literacy,”
literacy project. This project included library
staff, Early Childhood Education (ECE)
faculty, UCN students and their extended
families. The students and their families
came and had a meal, then spent the evening
in the library where the ECE students read
stories to the younger children. Librarians
worked with the ECE students on how to
select books to read, storytelling skills, and
how to get the young children involved in the
story. There were 6 sessions over the course
of this year with approximately 28 attendees
at each session.
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
The library subscribed to several databases containing e-books and there are now have more
e-books than printed books. This is an advantage because those materials are available at all UCN
sites, not just the communities where libraries are physically housed.
This year the following items have been added:
The Pas

Easterville

Thompson

Norway House

Swan River

Pukatawagan

Books

1995

136

984

276

8

459

Media

286

61

57

60

4

40

Total

2,281

197

1,041

336

12

499

Total Books: 3,858
Total Media: 508
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Total items added to collection: 4,366
The current total collection in all UCN libraries is 67,619 for print volumes. This number breaks
down as follows:
Location

Print totals

Media

Total collection

Chemawawin/Easterville

11,778

704

12,482

Norway House:

9,426

1,041

10,467

Thompson:

10,482

1,959

12,441

The Pas:

31,338

7,037

38,375

Swan River Health

395

83

478

Pukatawagan

4,200

345

4,545

Totals

67,619

11,169

78,788

Media materials include: DVD’s, streaming
video titles, maps, kits and all other non-print
items.
There is a total of 260,587 e-books bringing the
total collection of materials for UCN Libraries to
339,375.
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Our budget varies each year, but here are the expenses for materials 2017
Chemawawin
/ Easterville
Print

$8,100

The Pas &
Thompson
$228,000

Pukatawagan
$16,700

Swan River
$2000

Norway House
$9,000

Electronic Resources are a separate budget line = $230,000
Total amount spent for Print/AV materials = $263,800
Total Materials budget = $493,800

The Library moved to Evergreen, an open source library automation system in September 2013.
Because it is hosted by the Sitka British Columbia Library Cooperative, it is generally called, “Sitka.”
Sitka / Evergreen support has been phenomenal. This system has resulted in considerable
savings. The annual contracted fee is $7,800 for Sitka, versus $18,000 for SIRSI (old system).
With this system an Acquisitions system was implemented to track expenditures better in different
areas of the collection.
ELECTRONIC RESOURCES
The Library’s website is the gateway to all electronic resources, including: streaming videos; ebooks;
research tools, i.e. LibGuides; online courses; or electronic reserves.
One of the tools that Library staff have introducing to faculty is LibGuides. LibGuides is a
user-friendly Content Management System used by many thousands of libraries worldwide.
Librarians use it to create documents and share information by creating online Guides on any topic,
subject or course.
The Library now subscribes to over 80 databases. This equals approximately half of the library
materials budget. Electronic resources have some major advantages in that they are accessible
from anywhere internet is available.
MAchine-Readable Cataloging (MARC) records of all materials are now included in the library
database. By doing this, students are able to find individual streaming videos (Films on Demand,
Criterion on Demand, McIntyre Media, HealthPortal, etc.) in one location rather than having to try
several different databases.
The UCN Library added several new databases to the database collection. Of note is the Early
English Books Online which is the digitized collection of the Thomason Tracts of 22,000
newspapers, manuscripts, pamphlets, and books collected by printer George Thomason during the
two decades of the English Civil War and the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell. These historical
events include the time of Discovery of the New World and this collection includes information about
those discoveries and resulting consequences as they occurred. This database is accessed by
faculty and students of History, English Literature, Aboriginal Studies and others.
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The Library also added the following databases to the collection in 2018:
Indigenous Peoples: North America
Archives of Sexuality & Gender: LGBTQ History and Culture Since 1940
Women’s Studies Archive: Women’s Issues and Identities
Nineteenth Century US Newspapers
The Times Digital Archive, 1785-2012
Three free government Law databases were added to the UCN database collection:
Justice Laws Website - Government of Canada
The Justice Laws website is the online source of the consolidated Acts and regulations of
Canada. The consolidations are updated every two weeks.
Manitoba Laws – Government of Manitoba
Manitoba Laws is the online version of the Acts, Regulations and Court Rules and Forms
of Manitoba.
Canadian Legal Information Institute (CanLII)
CanLII's goal is to make Canadian law accessible online offering free access to all primary
sources of law, set up for the benefit of members of the Canadian legal profession and the
Canadian public in general.
UCN Library deaccessioned one database due to no usage. The Red Vector database was an
American collection of safety tips and laws from the United States that was used by an instructor
who had retired.
UCN transitioned from an in-house EZproxy server to an EBSCO EZproxy server. This allows UCN
members to access the databases from off-campus by authenticating login credentials.
Additional information on databases can be found in Appendix A.
CIRCULATION FIGURES
Circulation figures are a traditional measure of usage in libraries. The numbers we present here
reflect the development of the public libraries as well as staffing issues which influence the hours
that the library is open.
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Chemawawin Library at Easterville
2011 (Nov - March)

171

2012 (April – March)

738

2013/14 (Sept-Aug)
2014/15 (April – March)

1,679
2,472

2015

4,124

2016/17

1,310

2017/18

1,323

Norway House

Thompson

2009/10

786

2008/9

1,097

2010/11

1,218

2009/10

1,102

2010/11

1,247

2010/11

1,247

2011/12

1,256

2011/12 .

1,101

2012/13

1,065

2012/13

1,144

2013/14

2,825

2013/14

2,846

2015/16

1,776

2014/15

1,314

2016/17

1,052

2015/16

2,189

2017/18

862

2016/17

1,836

2017/18

2,518

Pukatawagan
2017/18

2,023
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The Pas
2008/9

3,026

2013/14

3,846

2009/10

3,614

2014/15

4,747

2010/11

6,821

2015/16

5,152

2011/12

4,480

2016/17

4,899

2012/13

3,723

2017/18

4,648

While the circulation of materials will fluctuate due to changes in library hours, staffing and electronic
usage, there is still a strong demand for physical materials. Swan River Health study centre has
most of their use in-house, so separate circulation figures are not included here.
Libraries today could not provide access to all the resources in the nation without InterLibrary Loan
(ILL). This is a process of borrowing and loaning materials between different libraries.
Library:

Borrowed

Loaned

The Pas

310

190

Thompson

270

Not available

Norway House

16

115

Easterville

Not available

Not available

Pukatawagan

Not available

Not available

Other Activities in the Library
The library provided many in-class and in-person training opportunities to students at both
campuses and at several regional centres. This training is reflective of adding additional electronic
databases and electronic links as part of the resources of the library.
The library at The Pas campus offers a large format printer available to community members for
printing of posters, banners and students required to design their own posters as part of their
academic program. As a result a large format printer is now available on the Thompson Campus.
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With the increase in photocopiers and printers dispersed through the rest of the institution, as well
as the reduction of printed course packs, it is anticipated that a reduced number of copies will be
made in the future.
Below is a table of items printed over the past years.

2009

1,558,456

2014/15

2010

1,262,452

* 2014/15: additional 2172 completed in Library

2011/12

866,535

2015/16

2012/13

806,564

2016/17 not available

2013/14

738,303

2017/18

678,968
723,028
708,226

CONCLUSION
Each year reinforces the concept of a climate of constant change, where the only thing that can be
counted on is that everything will change. Library staff try to take advantage of these changes to
continue to provide the best service possible.
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Appendix A: Electronic Resources (2017)
The following is an alphabetical listing of all the databases to which the Library subscribes to along
with a short description of each. Monthly statistics are available for each database. New data
These databases are being added to constantly. Current holdings follow.
Academic Search Complete
This multi-disciplinary database provides full text for more than 4,600 journals, including full text for
nearly 3,900 peer-reviewed titles. PDF back files to 1975 or further are available for well over 100
journals, and searchable cited references are provided for more than 1,000 titles.
America History & Life America: History & Life with Full Text
Covers the history and culture of the United States and Canada, from prehistory to the present.
With selective indexing for 1,700 journals from 1955 to present, this database is without question
the most important bibliographic reference tool for students and scholars of U.S. and Canadian
history. The database also provides full-text coverage of more than 200 journals and nearly 100
books.
AP News Monitor Collection
The Associated Press Newswire (formerly AP NewsMonitor collection) is a full-text database that
contains harvested news from the Associated Press. When a link to a news story is selected, the
Detailed Record and HTML Full Text of the story are available.
Archive of European Integration
The Archive of European Integration (AEI) is an electronic repository and archive for research
materials on the topic of European integration and unification. The AEI collects two types of
materials: certain types of independently-produced research materials and official European
Community/European Union documents and materials submitted must deal with some aspect of
European integration or unification in the 20th and 21st centuries. There are two main themes: the
gradual resumption of normal relations between countries of West and East Europe due to the
elimination of the barriers constructed during the Cold War and the integration movement in West
Europe which produced the European Community (now European Union).
Archives of Sexuality & Gender: LGBTQ History and Culture Since 1940
With material drawn from hundreds of institutions and organizations, including both major
international activist organizations and local, grassroots groups, the documents in the Archives of
Sexuality & Gender: LGBTQ History and Culture since 1940 present important aspects of LGBTQ
life in the second half of the twentieth century and beyond. The archive illuminates the experiences
not just of the LGBTQ community as a whole, but of individuals of different races, ethnicities, ages,
religions, political orientations, and geographical locations that constitute this community.
arXiv
arXiv is an e-print service in the fields of physics, mathematics, non-linear science, computer
science, quantitative biology, quantitative finance and statistics
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AutoMate
This database contains do-it-yourself repair and maintenance information on most major
manufacturers of domestic and imported vehicles. New repair procedures, TSBs and updates are
added to the product on a regular basis. All of the content has been created by ASE certified
technicians.
Bentham Open Access Journals
Bentham publishes over 230 plus peer-reviewed open access journals. These free-to-view online
journals cover all major disciplines of science, technology, medicine and social sciences.
Bibliography of Native North Americans (BNNA)
This bibliographic database covers all aspects of native North American culture, history, and life.
This resource covers topics including archaeology, multicultural relations, gaming, governance,
legend, and literacy. BNNA contains more than 141,000 citations for books, essays, journal
articles, and government documents of the United States and Canada. Content ranges in dates
from the sixteenth century to the present.
Business Source Complete
Business Source Complete is the world's definitive scholarly business database, providing the
leading collection of bibliographic and full text content. As part of the comprehensive coverage
offered by this database, indexing and abstracts for the most important scholarly business journals back as far as 1886 are included. In addition, searchable cited references are provided for
more than 1,300 journals.
Canada Info Desk (CID)
An all-encompassing Canadian online source that provides access to all seven databases,
providing access to tens of thousands of cultural and professional organizations, government offices, law firms, banks, health and education facilities, libraries, and the media ranging from magazines to broadcasters. With CID you have access to over 100,000 contact names across Canada, too. All carefully indexed for easy productive search queries.
Canadian Legal Information Institute (CanLII)
CanLII's goal is to make Canadian law accessible online offering free access to all primary
sources of law, set up for the benefit of members of the Canadian legal profession and the Canadian public in general.
Canadian Points of View
This full-text database is designed to provide students with resources that present multiple sides
of a current issue – containing information on key topics of interest to Canadian researchers.
Each topic includes an overview (objective background/description), point (argument), counterpoint (opposing argument) and Critical Thinking Guide.
Canadian Reference Centre
This database combines Canadian magazines, newspapers, newswires and reference books to
create the largest collection of regional full text content. This database includes Canadian
periodicals and international (U.S. and U.K) periodicals in full text; full text reference books; over
87,900 full text biographies and an Image Collection of over 502,000 photos, maps, and flags.
This database is updated on a daily basis.
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Child Development & Adolescent Studies
This database produced by NISC, is today’s source for references to the current and historical
literature related to growth and development of children through the age of 21. Book reviews and
abstracts from hundreds of journals and a bibliography of thousands of technical reports, books,
book chapters, theses and dissertations covering biomedical and social sciences worldwide are
indexed. More than 342,000 records are included with over 10,000 new records added each
year.
CINAHL Plus with Full Text
CINAHL Plus® with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for nursing &
allied health journals, providing full text for more than 770 journals indexed in CINAHL®. This
authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index – with
no embargo. CINAHL Plus with Full Text is the definitive research tool for all areas of nursing
and allied health literature.
Cochrane Controlled Trials Register
Cochrane Controlled Trials Register is a bibliography of controlled trials identified by contributors
to the Cochrane Collaboration and others, as part of an international effort to hand search the
world's journals and create an unbiased source of data for systematic reviews.
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews contains full text articles, as well as protocols focusing on the effects of healthcare. Data is evidence-based medicine and is often combined statistically (with meta-analysis) to increase the power of the findings of numerous studies, each too
small to produce reliable results individually.
Cochrane Methodology Register
The Cochrane Methodology Register is a bibliography of publications which report on methods
used in the conduct of controlled trials. It includes journal articles, books and conference
proceedings; these articles are taken from the MEDLINEdatabase and from hand searches. The
database contains studies of methods used in reviews and more general methodological studies
which could be relevant to anyone preparing systematic reviews.
The Conference Board of Canada
The Conference Board of Canada database offers over 7,000 economic and business research
documents with over 350 added annually. The documents include case studies of best practice
organizations, analysis of Canadian public policy issues, key economic indicators, reports,
briefings, economic periodicals, and Executive Action Reports. Included also are recorded
webinars of 60 to 90 minute webcasts featuring industry experts and practitioners who share
knowledge on critical, in-demand business issues.
Cornell Birds of North America
BNA provides comprehensive life histories for each of the 716+ species of birds breeding in the
USA (including Hawaii) and Canada.
Criterion on Demand
This film database includes 1920 classics, new releases, foreign films, literary adaptations,
documentaries, animated titles, and independent features. The latest version of Microsoft
Silverlight is required to view the films.
Curio.ca
This database provides access to all CBC and Radio-Canada. And includes documentaries from
television and radio, news reports, archival material, stock shots and more.
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Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE)
Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE) includes abstracts of published systematic
reviews on the effects of health care from around the world, which have been critically analyzed
according to a high standard of criteria. This database provides access to quality reviews in
subjects for which a Cochrane review may not yet exist.
DOAJ: Directory of Open Access Journals
Directory of Open Access Journals is a service that provides access to quality controlled Open
Access Journals. The Directory aims to be comprehensive and cover all open access scientific
and scholarly journals that use an appropriate quality control system, and it will not be limited to
particular languages or subject areas. The aim of the Directory is to increase the visibility and
ease of use of open access scientific and scholarly journals thereby promoting their increased
usage and impact.
Early English Books Online
From the first book printed in English by William Caxton, through the age of Spenser and
Shakespeare and the tumult of the English Civil War, Early English Books Online (EEBO) will
contain over 125,000 titles listed in Pollard and Redgrave's Short-Title Catalogue (1475-1640),
Wing's Short-Title Catalogue (1641-1700), the Thomason Tracts (1640-1661), and the Early
English Tract Supplement - all in full digital facsimile from the Early English Books microfilm
collection.
Education Research Complete
Topics covered include all levels of education from early childhood to higher education, and all
educational specialties, such as multilingual education, health education, and testing. Education
Research Complete provides indexing and abstracts for more than 2,100 journals, as well as full
text for more than 1,200 journals, and includes full text for nearly 500 books and monographs.
Eighteenth Century Collections Online
This database includes over 180,000 titles (200,000 volumes) including books, pamphlets,
essays, broadsides and more based on the English Short Title Catalogue, works published in
the UK during the 18th century plus thousands from elsewhere. Primarily in English but also
includes other languages.
eLibraries Manitoba
Best-selling novels, well-known classics, self-improvement guides and much more are available
through this database in eBook and audiobook format.
ERIC
ERIC, the Education Resource Information Center, contains more than 1.3 million records and
links to more than 323,000 full-text documents dating back to 1966.
Explora Primary Schools
Explora Primary Schools is a colorful, easy-to-use search interface for elementary and middle
school students.
Explora Secondary Schools
Explora Secondary Schools is designed for students in the upper grades. This database
provides school students with an easy-to-use, graphically-appealing interface they can use to
search their EBSCO databases.
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Films on Demand
Films on Demand provides access to thousands of video titles in Humanities & Social Sciences,
Business & Economics, Health & Medicine, Science & Mathematics, and Archival Films & Newsreels.
Frontier Life
Frontier Life provides over 240,000 Images and 7,895 Documents pertaining to the Frontiers of
North America, Africa and Australasia. This collection has a wealth of primary source documents
including 68% of the collections dedicated to North America, and 20% of that material specific to
Canada. There are more than 1,015 documents from the Glenbow Museum and Hudson Bay’s
Archive. The collection deals with some of the major themes of frontier existence including:
Settlement development, Law and order, Violence, Expeditions and exploration, Relations with
indigenous peoples, Trade and commerce, Death and disease, Missionaries and religion,
Women’s history, Military matters, Mining, Religion, Gold rushes, Settler governance, Contested
boundaries, Agriculture and livestock.
Funk & Wagnall’s New World Encyclopedia
This database provides over 25,000 encyclopaedic entries covering a variety of subject areas.
GreenFILE
GreenFILE offers well-researched information covering all aspects of human impact to the
environment. Its collection of scholarly, government and general-interest titles includes content on
global warming, green building, pollution, sustainable agriculture, renewable energy, recycling,
and more. The database provides indexing and abstracts for more than 384,000 records, as well
as Open Access full text for more than 4,700 records.
HealthPortal.ca
HealthPortal is a library of educational healthcare videos which contain over 400 titles covering
20 key areas of healthcare education.
Health Technology Assessments
The Health Technology Assessments (HTA) database provides details of completed and ongoing
health technology assessments (studies of the medical, social, ethical and economic implications
of healthcare interventions) from around the world. In addition to systematic reviews, HTA
contains ongoing and completed research based on trials, questionnaires and economic evaluations.
Home Improvement Reference Centre
Home Improvement Reference Center features full-text content from leading home improvement
magazines images not found anywhere else online, and videos of popular home repair projects.
All of the content is organized in a powerful, easy-to-use manner so that users can quickly gain
the information they need.
Humanities International Complete
Produced by Whitston Publishing, this database includes all data from umanities International
Index (more than 2,300 journals and more than 2.9 million records) plus unique full text content,
much of which is not found in other databases. The database includes full text for more than
1,200 journals.
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CENTRE FOR ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES AND CULTURE
Kenanaw Learning Model Initiative in Progress
The Kenanaw Learning Model Teachers Guide title was changed to Kînânaw Implementation Guide
to reflect the purpose of the Guide. With the help of a Faculty of Education member, the content was
reorganized for ease in implementation. The Guide will be a continuous work in progress adding
current materials and resources, whenever necessary.
Manitoba Aboriginal Languages Strategy (MALS)
UCN through the Centre for Aboriginal Languages and Culture, continued to be an active working
partner with the Elders and partners. In January 2018, the Manitoba Aboriginal Languages Strategy
(MALS) received a $50,000 grant from the National Indian Brotherhood Trust Fund to continue the
work related to the 2017-18 proposal for the development of an Indigenous Languages Teacher
Training program for the province of Manitoba. The researcher will work under the guidance of
MALS leads and Elders. The Indigenous Languages of Manitoba will disburse the monies according
to the proposal objectives.
Red River College.
Further meetings were held with Red River College (RRC) to discuss the feasibility of offering the
RRC Indigenous Language Diploma Program at UCN. So far no decision has been made on this
initiative. Further meetings are planned to discuss a partnership to develop innovative programs that
respond to the educational needs of First Nations students.
Aboriginal Languages Conference
Discussions are underway between RRC and UCN to form a partnership with other Aboriginal and
non- Aboriginal post-secondary institutions to organize an Aboriginal Language Conference, during
the 2019 year of Aboriginal Languages.
Transfer Credits
Transfer credit of courses from the Certificate in Teaching Ininimowin to the Kenanaw Bachelor of
Education Program was reached.
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STUDENT DEVELOPMENT AND REGISTRAR

The Student Development & Registrar Division is student centered and aims to serve UCN
students and staff with an attitude of care, service, and support. The services include guidance on
enrolment processes, scheduling, academic advising, counselling, financial aid and awards,
assessment, tutoring, recruitment, recreation, residence and housing. This one stop service division
is designed to offer a unique site where all essential services can be found in one place.
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
Two days of orientation activities for new and returning students were held immediately before
classes began in the Fall 2017. The third day was dedicated to Aboriginal awareness and an
orientation to the Aboriginal Centres led by the Aboriginal Centres Coordinators at both campuses.
Faculty participated by providing faculty/program orientations and attendance was mandatory for all
students. Time management, budget management, study skills as well as an overview of policies
and procedures relevant to students are incorporated into orientation to ensure the information
reaches as many students as possible. As well, Enrolment Services provided required information
on registration processes and important dates throughout the academic year. To set the tone for
school spirit, team building activities were incorporated into the Welcome Back schedule. These
activities included a Selfie Scavenger Hunt, Passport to Success and games that promoted student
interaction and engagement.
Student engagement is a strong component of retention. Recognizing this, various activities were
organized throughout the year including a Halloween costume and pumpkin carving contest,
Thanksgiving dessert bar, student holiday dinner and children’s Christmas party. The annual
Trapper Daze was organized featuring northern skills such as leg and arm wrestling, tea boiling,
trap setting, fishing derby, and moose and goose calling. Noon hour bingos, Mardi Gras and a hot
chocolate bar were hosted to provide students with much needed entertainment to break the
midwinter doldrums. Spirt Days were held in the spring and featured many events including a duct
tape challenge, hot wing eating contest and campus-wide barbeque.
UCN continued to partner with other institutions in Manitoba through the Manitoba Public
Post-secondary Cooperative (MPPC). This group travelled to all of Manitoba High Schools
throughout the academic year conducting presentations and attending career fairs as part of
recruitment. Another yearly event that draws community attention is the Career Explorations
(formally Try-A-Trade) event in April. The 2018 event was held in The Pas drawing in surrounding
schools with upward sof 250 participants.
The Learners’ Assistance Centre is available on both campuses with a coordinator at each location.
The centre offers a quiet space for students to receive tutoring and computers for their use. The
Student Association Council provide the financial resources for tutoring while the coordinators are
tasked with seeking tutors.
The Learners’ Assistance Centres in The Pas had additional responsibility for students who declare
a disability. The Accessibility Resource Officer ensured proper accommodations are in place by
collaborating with the necessary external organizations, faculties and support staff.
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The Counsellors and Academic Advisors team continued to assist students who encountered
challenges. Having a direct effect on students’ personal and academic success at UCN, they
advocate for students in almost any situation where a student may require assistance. Most
common issues UCN students face include classroom attendance, mental health issues, grief and
loss, and addictions with alcohol and drugs.
Financial Aid and Awards Programming continued to assist with the financial impact on students.
Strong marketing and advertising of available awards resulted in greater numbers of students
applying for various awards and bursaries. UCN was successful in awarding all its available awards.
Working with a 13 member committee, 267 award applications were reviewed and distributed a total
of $33,745 was distributed to 62 qualified students.
ENROLMENT SERVICES
The student information system has annual maintenance updates that are issued by the vendor. On
occasion these upgrades required changes to data entry. This generated a need to revisit current
processes to determine if there are further system efficiencies that can be put in place. Onsite
training was conducted by Jenzabar, not only to Enrolment Services Advisors but also other users of
the student support system. This training ensures all users have up to date training on the system
and are conversant with new upgrades.
Further collaboration between Enrolment Services, Finance, Information Technology (IT) and
Jenzabar, UCN’s student information system vendor continued, in order for UCN to have online
application and registration available to students as early as the 2018-19 academic year. With this
goal in mind there will be an enormous learning curve for all stakeholders.
Central to the successful implementation to online registration, scheduling must be available to
students and staff in a timely manner. The scheduling processes and responsibilities are under
review and continuing with numerous consultation with all stakeholders. Celcat Scheduling software
is integrated with the Jenzabar Student Support System which demands a close working
relationship with faculties and IT. While Celcat has enormous capability to make scheduling easy,
UCN has much work to do to realize its capabilities.
The Assessment Centre conducted over 300 assessments required by various programs including
Business Administration, Bachelor of Nursing and natural Resources Management Technology.
Another service offered is external and internal invigilation of examinations. University of Manitoba
and Athabasca University are common institutions who utilized this service as they offer online
courses. By providing this service UCN is ensuring community connections remain strong.
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RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
The Department of Research & Innovation provides key services for faculty, staff and students to
support teaching, learning and research activities at UCN. The Department also produces a wide
variety of institutional handbooks and guides, reports, compilations, forms and academic resources,
such as the annual UCN Faculty Handbook, Guide to Instructional Services and the Course Outline
template.
Departmental activities fall under the following five main areas: Research, Teaching and Learning,
Curriculum & Quality Assurance; Work Integrated Education; and Learning Resource Instruction
targeted to students.
RESEARCH
ANIMAL CARE
UCN continued to transition to become directly certified to work with animals and be granted its own
Certificate of Good Animal Practice from the Canadian Council on Animal Care (CCAC). An Interim
Assessment of UCN’s animal use program was conducted by the CCAC in May, 2017, with UCN
becoming fully directly certified in December, 2017.
As in previous years, students in Year 2 of the Natural Resources Management Technology diploma
program were supported in 2017-18 to take online animal user training through the University of
Manitoba. The training covers general principles for ethical use of animals in research together with
modules particular to fish and wildlife, and must be completed by the students before they participate
in the Fall Field Practicum part of their program.
HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS
Work continued on developing an institutional policy on how UCN will support its researchers in
situations where a third party may seek to compel disclosure of information obtained in confidence in
a research context, through the force of law (e.g., by subpoena or search warrant). Under the
Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (TCPS 2), institutions
are directed to support their researchers in maintaining promises of confidentiality, and to develop a
policy that explains how they will fulfill their responsibilities in this area.
UCN’s Research Ethics Board finalized guidelines on course-based research, and provided those
guidelines to UCN’s Deans in May, 2017 to circulate to their faculty members. These guidelines are
intended to provide direction for assignments where students conduct interviews, administer
standard tests, distribute questionnaires to develop interview or questionnaire design skills, and
analyze the data for presentation where these activities meet the definition of “minimal risk” under
TCPS 2.
As in previous years, two members of UCN’s research community were supported by the federal
Research Support Fund grant that UCN receives annually, to attend the Canadian Association of
Research Ethics Boards’ annual conference. This conference brought together experts in diverse
areas of research ethics, offering topical sessions and high quality presentations. Key topics
identified at the conference were placed on the UCN Research Ethics Board’s 2017-18 work plan.
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UCN CORE FUNDED RESEARCH
The Research, Education & Learning (REAL) Committee (formerly Research & Scholarship
Committee) administered the 2017-18 competition for $29,500 in UCN seed funding to support new
research and scholarly activity by faculty, non-teaching staff and UCN Elders. Approximately
$19,235 was awarded to support four projects in 2017-18: investigating the impacts that online
publication of student-written stories might have on a student writer’s life and career path; how
author Dee Brown’s early Western novels and histories anticipate his best seller, Bury My Heart At
Wounded Knee (1970); how barriers and gaps in programming and services affect the employment
rates of Indigenous workers in Thompson; and the feasibility of conducting a study aimed at
developing effective treatments for northern residents with cardiovascular disease. The 2018-19
competition is expected to be launched in early Spring 2018.
RESEARCH SUPPORT FUND
UCN received a $52,365 Research Support Fund external grant for 2017-18. This federal grant is
designed to help postsecondary institutions offset the overhead costs of supporting research
activity. Targeted investments were made through 2017-18 to enhance infrastructure and capacity
relative to UCN’s research facilities, research resources, research management and administration,
regulatory and accreditation, and knowledge transfer and intellectual property.
SUPPORTING BROADER AND COMPLEMENTARY INSTITUTIONAL INITIATIVES
Efforts were made in 2017-18 to move forward on actions identified in the 2015-20 Academic Plan,
including, but not limited to preliminary work on the establishment of the Centre for Learning,
Education & Research (CLEAR). Embodied within this is support for faculty who wish to integrate
research into teaching and to strengthen their research skills, establishment of a northern research
repository, metrics to measure research impact, and a faculty mentorship program. Future plans will
be to provide all students, regardless of program, with at least one research or experiential learning
experience during their program at UCN, as well as to develop a dedicated space equipped with
design and fabrication equipment (e.g. a ‘maker space’) to support applied and social innovation
research. This has the potential to tie into the ‘Thompson 2020’ initiative/interest in developing
business incubation capacity. Connections with this group will continue through 2018-19.
Other research activities included delivering the ‘Navigating the Research Process at UCN’
workshop during the August 2017 orientation period. During this two-hour workshop, participants
worked through a guided process to develop ‘blueprints’ particular to their own research idea or
project. In addition, ‘Research’ was featured in the Library Spotlight at The Pas Campus through
October, 2017.
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Indigenizing UCN’s curriculum remained a priority for the Academic and Research Division in
2017-18, in terms of supporting excellence in teaching. In 2017-18, Indigenous content was
integrated into more than half of the courses taught at UCN. Additionally, students in nearly half of
the courses reported that their understanding of Indigenous cultures was enhanced, although the
experience of students varied considerably by academic area.
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Work in this area for 2018-19 and beyond will focus on creating opportunities in the curriculum to
teach students the value and importance of including Indigenous content in their courses. Specific
strategies range from pursuing an agenda of reconciliation, to very practical considerations such as
teaching students the fact that in the north and elsewhere, UCN graduates will be working with
Indigenous patients, customers, students, clients, co-workers, employers, and employees, etc., thus
framing the value of a greater understanding of Indigenous people and ways.
Other strategies for Indigenizing the curriculum planned for 2018-19 and beyond include generating
diverse conversations within all UCN’s areas as to how Indigenous content can be integrated into
courses in innovative ways, and performing deeper analyses into student experiences and views on
Indigenization. This will result in a more data-driven and student centred approach to Indigenizing
the curriculum.
To better reflect an integrated approach to providing services, Research & Innovation is continuing to
move forward with the planned opening of the CLEAR. The former Research and Scholarship
Committee restructured into the Research, Education and Learning (REAL) Committee, whose role
is to advise the Learning Council on matters related to research, teaching and learning, quality
assurance and other pedagogical matters. Discussions regarding the structure of the CLEAR
Centre began during the 2017-18 academic year, in preparation for its future implementation.
Work continued in 2017-18 on the facilitation, sharing, collection, organization and dissemination of
tools, resources and materials related to effective instructional and research practice. Examples of
resources to support teaching and learning include creation of repositories for content-specific
UCNLearn shells and LibGuides pages. The completion of the UCN Digital Student Writing Centre,
as well as assistance in online course development provided by the provincial HUB group, created
under the direction of the Manitoba Flexible Learning Advisory Group, and with guidance from
Campus Manitoba, resulted in valuable student and faculty resources to improve retention and
reduce attrition.
Communities-in-Practice (CiP) discussion forums are planned for 2018-19 to provide opportunities
for faculty to share and explore innovative, relevant and interesting information on topics related to
teaching and learning, general pedagogical/andragogical matters and other areas related to the
Scholarship of Teaching and Learning.
Research & Innovation continues to facilitate relevant faculty professional development courses,
including Red River College’s Certificate in Adult Education (CAE) program, at UCN campuses and
regional centres. On-site CAE courses at UCN continue to be in demand, especially for college-level
instructors. Three on-site CAE courses were successfully delivered at The Pas Campus in 2017-18,
with technology connection to Thompson campus and Regional Centres.
A CAE cohort of UCN faculty and academic staff was formed in Fall 2015, and individuals within this
cohort continued to take on-site CAE courses at UCN, as well as access these courses through
technology. The cohort also included members of the general public, interested in developing their
skills in teaching adults. This cohort will continue to be supported in 2018-19 and beyond, as new
members join and others leave to pursue other opportunities. A cohort approach ensures a collegial
environment in which UCN’s faculty and staff can support each other as they develop their
knowledge, skills and abilities with respect to adult education.
The CAE program at UCN continued to be administered by the Dean of Research & Innovation in
2017-18. A close alliance of Instructional Services with other Faculties and Departments continues to
be critical to ensure quality programming at UCN.
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LEARNING TECHNOLOGY / DISTANCE EDUCATION
The Learning Technologies/Distance Education area continued to support UCN’s core mission in
2017-18 by providing assistance and tools to faculty members and students with respect to
educational technologies. There continued to be a growing demand for distributed and
technology-mediated courses at UCN.
Learning Technologies Facilitators (LTFs) and the Learning Technologies Specialist continued to
provide a variety of essential services, including technology-mediated course connections,
classroom supports, faculty orientations and trainings, and promotion of innovative educational
technologies and software. The overall focus has been to support more effective interdepartmental
collaborations and communications with respect to the role of technology in the post-secondary
community.
Delivery of courses through learning technologies, or the use of technology-mediated instruction to
enrich face-to-face classroom learning, continued to rely on specialized student and faculty supports
in order to run seamlessly. Learning Technology Supervisors and LTF staff continued to provide
ongoing, regular learning technologies support to students and faculty in the classroom at both UCN
main campuses, at the Norway House Regional Centre, and provided increased access to technical
support, and also referral to more specialized technical help when required. LTF staff also had a
role in classroom management, assisted with class engagement through on-site presence as
directed by instructors, provided basic tutorial supports, and assisted technologies (e.g. UCNLearn
course shell management and personalization, Adobe Connect training and supports).
LTFs also continued to provide general educational assistance to faculty, especially critical in
multi-point distributed learning situations where students are at multiple sites, and the faculty
member was at one site. Research done to date on this type of learning environment has shown
that both faculty and students feel more connected and engaged with course content, faculty and
peers when facilitation and basic tutorial supports are provided, as per the role of UCN’s LTFs.
Recent research by the American Physiological Society also shows that student performance is
boosted, and anxiety is reduced, when there is a blend of face-to-face and online curriculum
components.
Because the number of technology-mediated courses at UCN continues to grow, faculty training
with respect to teaching with technology is very important. Faculty must have the knowledge, skills
and abilities to be successful in using educational technologies. In 2018-19, the New Faculty
Outreach program will continue to be offered, which will include a personal welcome to UCN by the
Learning Technology Specialist, an introduction to Instructional Services departmental staff, and
continuous one-on-one course technology support, including short orientation sessions addressing
“just-in-time” learning with the specific technologies used. In the absence of LTFs, facilitation at the
remaining UCN regional centres was provided by regional centre staff as required.
Adobe Connect is an internet-based Web Conferencing technology that creates a virtual classroom
where students and faculty can interact synchronously, using a variety of tools. This technology
continued to allow UCN courses to be delivered to both UCN campuses and all 12 regional centres.
It is also used to support some stand-alone distance courses. There was a significant uptake from
faculty in using Adobe Connect to record sessions for course review supports, to ‘flip’ the classroom
to allow for more active work within the classroom, or to provide alternate course delivery options
when course instructors are away and do not want to cancel a class session. To include a
connection to the online learning management system (UCNLearn), and to support a ‘blended’
model of course delivery, technology-mediated courses offered at UCN in 2017-18 were delivered
using three primary delivery platforms: Video-conferencing, Adobe Connect and UCNLearn, with a
few others used in specific circumstances.
Full research article may be accessed at: https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/06/180620174609.htm
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VIDEO-CONFERENCING
Video-conferencing capability at UCN allows courses to be delivered synchronously between
locations that have comparable hardware. The Pas, Thompson, Norway House, and Swan River
have been the primary hosting sites for courses that can be delivered to UCN Regional Centres.
ADOBE CONNECT
The Early Learning and Child Care Post-Diploma Certificate cohort, offered in 2017-18, successfully
used Adobe Connect in conjunction with UCNLearn to deliver their full curriculum. It is anticipated
that the Early Childhood Education program cohort in Easterville will move to Adobe Connect for
completion of their diploma program, should classroom space be unavailable within the school
during Fall 2018. During 2017-18, Adobe Connect served as a dedicated learning environment for
the UCN Student Writing Centre; faculty members from the Faculty of Arts, Business and Science,
provided regular tutorial sessions throughout the terms for students distributed across all UCN
locations where courses were offered. It is anticipated that the UCN Student Writing Centre will
continue to use Adobe Connect in 2018-19. There are also plans to extend differentiated
pedagogies in 2018-19 with Adobe Connect used in a pilot project. This pilot project will create a
learning object repository within the Joint Bachelor Nursing program, in order to focus on student
retention and success in ‘killer courses’.
UCNLEARN (DESIRE2LEARN)
UCNLearn is a web-based Learning Management System that allows course content to be delivered
asynchronously to any location that has an internet connection. UCNLearn allows learners to take
UCN courses without leaving their community, and in many cases, their home. Because it is an
asynchronous delivery platform, learners can access courses during times that fit with their work
schedule and lifestyle. UCNLearn can also be used to enhance face-to-face instruction and courses
delivered through video conferencing in a variety of ways, including access to course content
(PowerPoint presentations, documents, learning objects, rich media, etc.), the provision of online
discussion groups, and access to online resources such as assignments and gradebooks. At UCN,
the most important use of UCNLearn is in blended learning, enhancing face-to-face classes or in
technology-mediated courses using Web-Conferencing or Adobe Connect.
UCNLearn received a major update in 2017-18 and as a result, navigation for instructors and
students will be simplified and modernized for 2018-19. Many new features were available as a
result of the upgrades, which will allow for collaboration, video conferencing and group engagement
from within the Learning Management System. As well, a Student Progress tool has been activated
which allows instructors to track individual and group performance to identify performance issues
and issue ‘early alerts’ and ‘interventions’. The Course Catalog is another feature being implemented in the 2018-19 academic year, which will allow for self-registration courses, creation of MOOCs,
provide opportunities to create course offerings to address upgrading and remediation issues, and
provide access to professional development and compliance courses for UCN staff.
CAN8 LANGUAGE LAB
The Can8 platform is a type of learning technology specifically used to deliver UCN Cree language
courses. In 2017-18, the Can8 program was used to provide independent student access to
supplement Cree language courses.
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TELECONFERENCING-VOIP
Teleconferencing was used in UCN programming as a backup when there are disruptions with other
technologies. It is primarily used as a stand-by tool.
OTHER PLATFORMS
Other communication and course delivery platforms, such as ZOOM, grew in use at UCN during
2017-18. YouSeeU, a web-based conferencing tool designed specifically to support course delivery
and management, is expected to grow in popularity in 2018-19. This tool is part of UCNLearn, and
will include synchronous and asynchronous connections, a session record feature, digital office
hours, student video creation option, and more. YouSeeU is ubiquitous to each course section with
UCNLearn.
Evening courses offered through technology continue to broaden the potential audience for courses
to include those who work during the day. Instructional Services staff continued to work closely with
faculty, students, and staff in 2017-18 to ensure a quality student experience to all those that chose
UCN as their educational destination. A significant push to share UCN’s successes and interests
with learning technologies with other post-secondary institutions continues through inter-institutional
committees, working groups, and collaborations.
Extending UCN’s institutional presence and networking with other academics in Manitoba and
across Canada during 2017-18 included involvement with professional organizations such as the
Canadian Network for Innovation in Education (CNIE).
CURRICULUM AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
A range of Quality Assurance activities occurred in 2017-18 to engage a variety of stakeholders in
ensuring academic excellence and cultural relevance of UCN programming. This included Program
Reviews, Program Advisory Committee meetings and Student Course Evaluations, as well as new
initiatives.
The process of Program Review remains a systematic way to assess academic programs and to
determine ways to improve the quality of education, scholarship and service. Consistent with good
educational practice, UCN followed a Program Review schedule in 2017-18, six programs were
engaged in Program Reviews, the current cycle encompassing the 2016-17 to 2021-22 academic
years. In 2018-19, four programs are scheduled to undergo comprehensive Program Review.
Program Advisory Committees continued to actively provide feedback to their respective areas, and
are vital links connecting UCN administration, faculty and students to community, business and
industry. Program Advisory Committee meetings formed an important component within the
Program Review cycle, and are particularly relevant because they are continually evolving, with new
members added as new partnerships and relationships are built with stakeholders, and because
they typically occur multiple times per year, or as required.
In 2017-18, analytic Student Course Evaluation reports for a total of 630 UCN courses were successfully generated for faculty members, supervisors and Program Deans from July 2017 to June
2018. Initial summary results in June 2018 indicate that of those students who responded:
•
•
•
•

96% of UCN students felt that course materials were valuable for their learning;
96% of UCN students reported that their instructor used examples that had relevance to them;
97% of UCN students reported that the resources used in each of their courses were current;
and
96% of UCN students in courses with a laboratory component felt that lab activities in their
courses contributed to their understanding of course content.
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Plans for 2018-19 include revisions to the Student Course Evaluation survey tool that will provide us
with deeper insights into student perspectives on Indigenous content and their experiences with
taking online courses or blended courses that incorporate a variety of learning technologies.
Improved student response rates are also expected to result from increased availability of tablets
brought directly into classrooms, allowing students to complete “just-in-time” online student course
evaluations, and to have improved access to complete their student course evaluations. Additional
techniques will be explored to further improve compliance rates.
WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING
During the 2017-2018 year, many new initiatives were launched to support, enhance, and engage
Employers, Industry, Students and the entire UCN Community in career development and
work-integrated learning (WIL). Implementation of the activities and objectives outlined in the UCN
Work-Integrated Education Initiative Strategic Plan 2016-2020 commenced and is in progress.
In Fall 2017, UCN renewed its membership with Co-operative Education and Work-Integrated
Learning Canada (CEWIL) and UCN’s Co-op Coordinator was re-appointed for another term to the
position of Manitoba/Nunavut Regional Representative for the CEWIL National Board of Directors.
The Co-op Coordinator continues to work collaboratively with other professionals at
post-secondary institutions across Canada to identify and share best practices that will support the
development and delivery of quality WIL at UCN.
Industry Engagement programming was highly successful in 2017-18, implemented to host
employers and industry professionals on campus. A Career Chat Lunch N’ Learn Series was also
launched in 2017-18, featuring a panel of Industry Professionals who led successful career chats to
engage the UCN Community in dialogue around the future of work. In conjunction with this initiative,
the Employer Information Series connected numerous employers with UCN faculty and students.
Employers provided information about their company and employment opportunities.
During Career and Workforce Development Month in November, 2017, UCN held two very
successful and energizing Industry Engagement Nights at both The Pas and Thompson Campus;
these events were a great networking opportunity that allowed the entire UCN community to connect
with employers and industry. During National Co-op/WIL Week, from March 19-23, 2018, UCN
hosted Employer Recognition Lunches at both campuses to honor and recognize the contributions
employers have made to work experience for UCN students over the years. Over 60 employers
were nominated and recognized this year.
Over the course of 2017-18, departments and programs within UCN continued to be consulted to
promote awareness and understanding of WIL and to identify prospective WIL opportunities within
faculties. Program-specific frameworks are currently in development to support programs that have
been identified for cooperative education programming.
In the upcoming academic year, UCN will continue to offer these programs while broadening the
career development, partnership and networking opportunities to engage UCN with employers and
industry. Launch of a new Career Connect Program, along with a pre-employment focused
Professional Development Series, shall create new opportunities to prepare job-ready graduates.
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LEARNING RESOURCE INSTRUCTION
Supporting student success continued to be a key service for students in 2017-18.
On-site assistance was offered to students at all campuses and Regional Centres by
Research & innovation’s Learning Resource Instructor, including instruction in basic computer use,
effective use of digital and electronic resources and promotion of skills that encourage student
success and retention. Face-to-face instruction was also provided to students at Swan River Health,
Norway House, Thompson, Pukatawagan, and Cross Lake, among other locations. Faculty also
received instruction to update their skills as new resources become available.
UCN’s experience has shown that many students arrive to university and college without sufficient
background or experience on how to format academic papers and how to create citations properly.
In order to contribute to solving that challenge, a student-focused workshop series entitled ‘Styling
Your Paper in Word’ was offered during 2017-18. Students received instruction on how to format
their papers in APA, MLA and Chicago styles, while properly using MS Word.
Electronic guides in a variety of relevant areas were made available online for students during
2017-18, and more student guides are planned for 2018-19. Guides covered topics such as
‘Citation Management Software’ and ‘English as a Second Language’. The guides are designed to
enable students to find the assistance they need for success in grammar, writing, or creating
citations. The Learning Resource Instructor will continue to select materials for UCN libraries
covering topics related to Information Literacy and Instruction. Emphasis will be placed on practical,
current and ‘how-to’ information at varying levels and formats.
Working collaboratively with colleagues across UCN, Research & Innovation strived to support
students in courses and in certificate, diploma or degree programs by assisting students to achieve
the skill base required to be prepared for the rigors of their programs, as well as by supporting
faculty to provide a quality and positive learning experience for their students.
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UCN PARTNERSHIPS AND WORKING RELATIONSHIPS
Aboriginal Education Research Forum
Aboriginal Financial Officers Association
Aboriginal Human Resource Association
Apprenticeship Manitoba
Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs
Assiniboine Community College
Association of Canadian Universities for Northern Studies
Athabasca University
Blue Quills First Nations College
Brandon University
Bunibonibee Cree Nation
Cameco
Campus Manitoba
Canadian Association of Practical Nurse Educators
Canadian Association of Schools of Nursing
Canadian Institute of Forestry
Canadian Institute of Marketing
Canadian Kraft Paper Industries Ltd.
Canadian Language and Literacy Research Network (CLLRNet)
Canadian Library Association
Career Trek
Centre for Rupert’s Land Studies
Certified General Accountants Association
Certified Management Accountants Association (Chartered Professional Accountants Manitoba, effective
Sept. 1/15)
Certified General Accountants Association of Manitoba (Chartered Professional Accountants Manitoba,
effective Sept. 1/15)
Chartered Accountants Association of Manitoba (Chartered Professional Accountants Manitoba, effective
Sept. 1/15)
Child and Family Services
Chemawawin Education Authority
College of Licensed Practical Nurses of Manitoba
College of Registered Nurses of Manitoba
Commission on Dental Accreditation of Canada
Council of Prairie and Pacific University Libraries
Cree Nation Child and Family Services
Criti Care, Inc.
Cross Lake Education Authority
Dental Assistant Educators of Canada
Employment Manitoba
First Nations and Inuit Health Branch
First Nations University of Canada
Flin Flon School Division
Fox Lake Cree Nation
Frontier School Division
Honekwē (House of Stories)
HudBay Minerals Inc.
Hudson Bay Port Company
Hudson Bay Railway Company
Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada
Instructure, Inc.
Interior Health Authority
62Island Lake Tribal Council
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Keewatin Tribal Council
Kelsey Recreation Commission
Kelsey School Division
Manitoba Indigenous and Municipal Relations
Manitoba Advanced Learning
Manitoba Growth, Enterprise and Trade
Manitoba Sustainable Development
Manitoba Dental Assistants Association
Manitoba Dental Association
Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre
Manitoba Forestry Association
Manitoba Health, Seniors and Active Living
Manitoba Hydro
Manitoba Hydro Telecom
Manitoba Institute of Trades & Technology
Manitoba Keewatinowi Ininew Okimakanak
Manitoba Library Association
Manitoba Library Consortium, Inc.
Manitoba Métis Federation
Manitoba Public Library Service, Manitoba Sport, Culture and Heritage
Manitoba Public Post-Secondary Cooperative
Mathias Colomb First Nation
Mining Association of Manitoba
Misipawistik Cree Nation
Mosakahiken Cree Nation
Mount Royal College
Nelson House Atoskiwin Training and Employment Centre (ATEC)
Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation
NorQuest College
North Central Canada Centre for the Arts and Environment
Northern and Aboriginal Population Health and Wellness Institute
Northlands College
Northern Career Quest Mining
Northern Manitoba Sector Council
Northern Nursing Education Network
Northern Regional Health Authority
Norway House Cree Nation
Nunavut Arctic College
Opaskwayak Cree Nation
Opaskwayak Education Authority
Paskwayak Business Development Corporation Ltd.
Pimicikamak Cree Nation
Prairie Mountain Regional Health Authority
Red River College
Reel North Film Festival (Thompson)
Royal Roads University
Safety Services Manitoba
Saskatchewan Polytechnic
School District of Mystery Lake
Skills Canada Manitoba
Southern Regional Health Authority
St. Theresa Point First Nation Employment and Training
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Sunrise Health Region
Swampy Cree Tribal Council
Swan Valley School Division
Tataskweyak Cree Nation
Tataskweyak Community Employment and Training Program (CETP)
The Manitoba Museum
The Pas Wellness Centre
Thompson Multicultural Centre
Thompson Newcomer Settlement Services
Thompson Public Library
University of Manitoba
University of Manitoba Libraries
University of the Arctic
University of Winnipeg
Valé - Manitoba Division
Winnipeg Regional Health Authority
York Factory First Nation (funding Mature High School Diploma in York Landing with Manitoba Hydro)
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ARTICULATION AND ACCREDITATION AGREEMENTS
UCN is committed to establishing agreements with institutions, agencies and accrediting bodies to
maximize student mobility, portability and transferability of education. UCN currently has a variety of
articulation and accreditation agreements, as detailed below. UCN also maintains a Credit Transfer
Guide for course-by-course credit transfer to universities both within and outside of Manitoba. New
articulation, accreditation and credit transfer agreements are currently under development.
UCN Program
Adult Education

Details of Transfer
Agreement and/or
Articulation
Mature Student High School
Diploma

Institution and Program and/
or Accreditation Body
UCN Adult Learning Centre,
accredited by Manitoba
Adult Learning & Literacy

Automotive Technology (high
school)

Delivered by UCN for
Margaret Barbour
High School Vocational
Collegiate Institute (Kelsey
Credit Program
School Division No. 45) to its
high school students

Bachelor of Education
(Integrated Degree Programs
and After-Degree Program)

Accreditation

Business Administration
(diploma)

Manitoba Education &
Training

60 credit hours (2+2) into
the Bachelor of Business
Administration degree, and
into the four-year Bachelor
of Arts degree with a
Business Administration
major.

Brandon University

2 + 2 into the Post Diploma
Bachelor of Management
degree, with majors in:
Accounting, Finance; First
Nations' Governance,
General Management;
Human Resource
Management and Labour
Relations; Information
Systems (IS); International
Management; and Marketing. (NOTE: Only
Accounting Diploma
graduates may choose an
Accounting degree major.)
Students admitted to the
Post-Diploma B.Mgt.
Program are also eligible for
participation in the
Management Co-operative
Education Program.

University of Lethbridge
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UCN Program

Business Administration
(diploma)

Details of Transfer
Agreement and/or
Articulation

Institution and Program and/
or Accreditation Body

39 credit hours towards
Bachelor of Commerce
(Honours) - Asper School of
Business/UCN Joint Program
(additional 81 credit hours at
U of M required)

University of Manitoba

57-60 credit hours (depending
upon electives) into the 3-year
Bachelor of Management
(Post Diploma) degree and
into the 4-year Bachelor of
Management (Post Diploma)
degree

Athabasca University

Graduates are eligible to take
an additional five courses
from AFOA to receive their
Certified Aboriginal Financial
Management (CAFM)
designation.

Aboriginal Finance Officers
Association (AFOA)

Accreditation. Graduates of
UCN’s Community Economic
Development program are
eligible to be fully accredited
members of CANDO as
Technician Aboriginal
Economic Developers.

Canadian Association of
Native Development
Officers (CANDO)

Culinary Arts (certificate/high
school)

Regular full-time UCN
program in which high school
students from Margaret
Barbour Collegiate Institute
participate

High School Vocational and
UCN Credit Program

Diploma in Practical Nursing

Accreditation

Dental Assisting (certificate)

Accreditation

Community Economic
Development
(diploma)

College of Licensed
Practical Nurses of
Manitoba
Commission on Dental
Accreditation of Canada
(accredited to 2015)

Dental Assisting
Post-Graduate Modules
Dental Assisting Intra-Oral
Refresher
Expanded Intra-oral Skills
Module

Approval via licensure

Manitoba Dental
Association

Preventive Dentistry Scaling
Assistant
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UCN Program

Details of Transfer Agreement
and/or Articulation

Institution and Program and/or
Accreditation Body

Dental Assisting Post-Graduate
Modules
Dental Assisting Intra-Oral
Refresher

Approval via licensure

Manitoba Dental Association

Early Childhood Education
(certificate and diploma)

Accreditation

Provincial Child Care
Qualifications and Training
Committee (CCQTC)

Early Learning and Child Care
Certificate in Administration

Accreditation

Child Care Qualifications and
Training Committee (CCQTC)

Expanded Intra-oral Skills
Module
Preventive Dentistry Scaling
Assistant

Early Childhood Education
(diploma)

Natural Resources
Management Technology
(diploma)

Courses are fully transferable
to accredited Early Childhood
Education programs at
Manitoba community colleges,
as per MCECEC Approved
ECE Transfer Guide.
60 credit hour block credit
transfer into BSc (Post
Diploma)
2 yrs / 60 credit hours credit
transfer into B. Env.
(Environmental Science),
Major, Major Co-op, Honours
or Honours Co-op, with focus
area in Natural Resource
Management or Wildlife
Management
NRMT diploma with at least
two additional post-secondary
math (linear algebra, calculus,
or physics) and two
post-secondary courses in
chemistry allows graduates to
enter third year of the BSc in
Environmental Science and
BSc in Environmental Management degree programs
National accreditation. NRMT
graduates receive Silver Ring
as recognition of achieving
status of professional Forest
Technician.

Red River College,
Assiniboine Community College, Université de SaintBoniface
Athabasca University

University of Manitoba

Royal Roads University

Canadian Institute of Forestry
(CIF)
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UCN Program

Details of Transfer Agreement
and/or Articulation
Registration with College of
Registered Nurses of
Manitoba – Sets standards in
Nursing education and
practice in Manitoba

Nursing (Joint Bachelor of
Nursing Degree)

Pre-Employment Trades
Programs:
• Automotive Technology
• Basic Electrical
• Carpentry and Woodworking
• Pre-Employment Plumbing
• Culinary Arts
• Heavy Duty Mechanics
• Industrial Welding
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Students complete degree
requirements through
enrolment in both UCN and
University of Manitoba
courses. UCN Nursing
program course credits are
transferable to the University
of Manitoba and vice versa.

Level 1 Apprenticeship
Accreditation

Institution and Program and/or
Accreditation Body
College of Registered Nurses
of Manitoba
University of Manitoba confers
the Joint Bachelor of Nursing
Degree upon graduation.

Apprenticeship Manitoba,
Entrepreneurship, Training
and Trade, Province of
Manitoba
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MEMORANDA OF UNDERSTANDING, AGREEMENTS
AND INTER-INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
The following are academically-related Memoranda of Understanding, Agreements and
Inter-Institutional Relationships negotiated and/or active in the 2017-18 academic year.
Signatory

Title

Effective Date

Expiry Date

The Natural Sciences
and Engineering Research Council of
Canada and The Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council
of Canada
Child and Family
Services Authorities

Agreement on the
Administration of
Agency Grants and
Awards by
Research
Institutions

April 1, 2018

March 31, 2023

Memorandum of
Understanding for
the tuition waiver of
up to five (5) students who are in
extended care.
Memorandum of
Understanding for
the hosting of UCN
courses on
Instructure’s Canvas
Network platform.
Memorandum of
Understanding for
the shared position
of Professional
Associate at
Brandon University
and the Northern
Manitoba Mining
Academy
Restatement
Agreement (re: Joint
U of M – UCN
Faculty of Nursing
four year
Baccalaureate
Degree Nursing
Program)
Cooperation and
Collaboration
Agreement – Dual
Credit Delivery
Memorandum of
Agreement
respecting joint
vocational, trades,
and technology
programming

March 15, 2017

Ongoing

October 15, 2016

Ongoing

May 16, 2016

Ongoing

September 1, 2015

Ongoing

September 1, 2015

Ongoing

July, 2015

Ongoing

Instructure, Inc.

Brandon University

The University of
Manitoba

Frontier School Division

Opaskwayak Education
Authority
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Signatory

Title

Effective Date

Expiry Date

Mathias Colomb Cree
Nation

Agreement to establish and maintain a
Joint University /
Public Library Facility
in Pukatawagan.

June 23, 2015

Ongoing

Kelsey School
Division

Memorandum of
Agreement
respecting joint
vocational, trades,
and technology
programming
Agreement
respecting Use of
Tramping Lake Field
Station

January 26, 2015

Ongoing

September 1, 2014

August 31, 2019

Memorandum of
Understanding re
Industrial
Mechanical
(Millwright)
Apprenticeship –
Level 1 and Level 2
Onsite Delivery at
MITT Site
Memorandum of
Understanding to
Cooperate and
Collaborate in the
Joint Delivery of an
Emergency
Medical
Responder (EMR)
certificate program
Cooperation and
Collaboration
Agreement – Dual
Credit Delivery

May 31, 2014

March 31, 2017 –
renegotiation underway

May 15, 2014

TBD

September 1, 2013

Ongoing

July 1, 2012

Ongoing

Her Majesty the Queen
in Right of the Province
of Manitoba, as represented by the Minister
of
Conservation
Manitoba Institute of
Trades and
Technology

Criti Care Emergency
Medical Services

Kelsey School
Division

4916906 Manitoba
Limited
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Lease agreement for
Faculty of Health
Swan River site
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Signatory

Title

Effective Date

Expiry Date

Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research
Council (NSERC)

Memorandum of
Understanding re:
Roles and
Responsibilities in
the Management of
Federal Grants and
Awards

April 19, 2012

Ongoing

South Eastman
Regional Health
Authority

Memorandum of
Understanding
regarding the
Reinstatement and
Continuation of the
South Eastman
Regional Health
Authority Clinical
Placement
Agreement entered
into on May 25, 2009
Memorandum of
Understanding
(MOU) in support of
the bid for the
National Research
Centre on
Residential Schools
Letter of Agreement
Between UCN and
Northern Regional
Health Authority re
brokerage of UCN’s
Infusion Therapy &
Intravenous (IV) and
Intramuscular (IM)
Medication
Administration
course
Addendum to
Memorandum of
Understanding
Agreement re:
EADDI originally
signed May 11, 2011
(see below)*

March 2, 2012

Ongoing

January 30, 2012

Ongoing

September 1, 2011

Ongoing

August 2, 2011

Ongoing

University of
Manitoba

Northern Regional
Health Authority

The Board of
Governors of Red River
College

Other participating institutions: The University of Manitoba, The University of Winnipeg, Brandon University,
Université de Saint-Boniface, Assiniboine Community College and Red River College.
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Signatory

Effective Date

Expiry Date

Memorandum of
Understanding
Between
Manitoba’s Public
Universities and
Colleges for
Improving Student
Mobility

June 24, 2011

Ongoing

Memorandum of
Understanding re:
E-Apprenticeship
Design and
Development
Initiative (EADDI) –
Industrial Mechanic
(Millwright) Level 2
Agreement to
establish and
maintain a Joint
University / Public
Library Facility

Original signed May
11, 2011

Ongoing

March 30, 2011

Ongoing

Manitoba Aboriginal
Human Resources
Strategists Inc.
(MAHRS)

Partnership
Agreement

September 15, 2010

Ongoing

The Northern
Manitoba Sector
Council Inc.

Equipment Use
Agreement (re:
Mine Training
Simulator Base
Station and
Training Consoles)

September 1, 2010

Ongoing

Treaty Relations
Commission of
Manitoba

Memorandum of
Understanding
re: Collaboration to
Enhance Treaty
Education

October 27, 2009

Ongoing

Manitoba Hydro
Telecom (MHT)

10Gbps
Wavelength Agreement

October 1, 2009

September 30, 2024
(15 year term)

Manitoba’s Public
Universities and
Colleges: University of
Manitoba, University of
Winnipeg, Brandon
University, Red River
College, Université de
Saint-Boniface,
Assiniboine
Community College,
UCN
The Board of
Governors of Red
River College

Chemawawin Cree
Nation
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Title

*Addendum added
August 2, 2011 (see
above)
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Signatory

Title

Effective Date

Expiry Date

NorQuest College

Purchase of Practical
Nurse Program
Curriculum and
Related Documents

June 30, 2009

Ongoing

Manitoba Aboriginal
and Northern Affairs

Memorandum of
Understanding
regarding
Development of a
Partnership for
Aboriginal
Employment
Agreement to
establish and maintain a Joint
University / Public
Library Facility

June 12, 2009

Ongoing

March 13, 2009

Ongoing

Memorandum of
Agreement on
Implementing the Off
-Campus Work
Permit Program for
International
Students on
Off-Campus Work
Permit Program for
International
Students
Affiliation Agreement
for Placement of
UCN Students in
Interior Health
Authority’s Facilities
for Practical
Experience

January 28, 2009

Ongoing

August 1, 2008

Ongoing

Memorandum of
Understanding
re: Establishment of
UCN’s Misipawistik
Cree Nation
Regional Centre
Cooperation and
Collaboration
Agreement

July 1, 2007

Ongoing

July 1, 2007

Ongoing

Norway House Cree
Nation

Manitoba Advanced
Education and
Literacy; & Manitoba
Entrepreneurship
Training and Trade

Interior Health
Authority

Misipawistik Cree
Nation

Manitoba First
Nations Education
Resource Centre

On behalf of the Government of Manitoba, represented by the Deputy Ministers of Advanced Education and Literacy
and Federal-Provincial and International Relations and Trade.
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Signatory

Title

Effective Date

Expiry Date

The Council on
Post-Secondary
Education

Memorandum of
Understanding
Concerning
Campus Manitoba

October 30, 2006

Ongoing

St. Theresa Point First
Nation

Establishment of
UCN’s St. Theresa
Point Regional
Centre
Establishment of
UCN’s Norway
House Regional
Centre
Establishment of
UCN’s Mathias
Colomb Regional
Centre
Establishment of
UCN’s
Nisichawayasihk
Regional Centre
Establishment of
UCN’s Chemawawin
Regional Centre
General
Cooperation and
Collaboration
Agreement
Establishment of
UCN’s Tataskweyak
Regional Centre
Establishment of
UCN’s Pimicikamak
Regional Centre

July 1, 2004

Ongoing

March 11, 2004

Ongoing

July 1, 2003

Ongoing

March 13, 2003

Ongoing

June 17, 2002

Ongoing

February 22, 2002

Ongoing

September 17, 2001

Ongoing

December 15, 1999

Ongoing

Northlands College

Cooperation and
Collaboration
Agreement

January 28, 1997

Ongoing

Nunavut Arctic College

Cooperation and
Collaboration
Agreement

June 2, 1996

Ongoing

Norway House Cree
Nation
Mathias Colomb First
Nation
Nisichawayasihk Cree
Nation
Chemawawin Cree
Nation
Opaskwayak
Education Authority
Tataskweyak Cree
Nation
Pimicikamak Cree
Nation Education
Authority, Cross Lake
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STUDENT COURSE EVALUATION REPORT
Overall:

Learning:

Individual Rapport:

Enthusiasm:

Assignments:
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STUDENT COURSE EVALUATION REPORT
Examinations:

Organization:

Breadth:

Group Interaction:
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OFFICE OF INTER-UNIVERSITY SERVICES
Inter-Universities Services (IUS) continued to offer programming and courses from the partnering
universities; Brandon University, UCN, University of Manitoba, and University of Winnipeg in
Northern Manitoba. The 2017-2018 IUS Academic Plan represents collaborations between UCN’s
Faculty of Arts, Business & Science, Kenanow Bachelor of Education and the joint UM and UCN
Nursing Program along with Community Based Services and UM Northern Social Work Program.
Through sustained partnerships Inter-Universities Advisory Committee (IUAC) guided and directed
IUS and also approved the IUS Academic Plan. IUAC ensures that the academic and delivery
standards of the partnering institutions were maintained. This included the following range of duties:
approved IUS budget, confirmed institutional equivalency and residency eligibility for new courses
proposed, assisted in arranging teaching faculty, and advised on issues as they arise. Sessional
instructors from across Manitoba normally teach the university courses for IUS and courses have to
be approved by the course sponsoring university.
IUAC’s key initiatives were to explore a Masters of Social Work program and to develop Student
Support Services for students taking courses through IUS. In the Fall 2017, IUS and UM offered UM
ARTS 1110 (3) Introduction to University in Norway House, lectures were taught by an instructor
onsite and UM hired a Teacher Assistant to provide the online writing tutorial lab sessions of the
course. The University of Manitoba provided a written report based on the experience and students’
feedback. The goal was to expand the online tutorial services to University of Manitoba course
offered through IUS, once this model is fully tested and developed, it will be expanded to the other
partnering universities.
IUAC will continue to work with University of Manitoba to further develop a Masters of Social Work
program to be offered in Northern Manitoba. A planning committee compromised of UM Faculty of
Social Work and UCN will develop the groundwork for a Master of Social Work based in Indigenous
Knowledges (MSW-IK) and a cohort will be delivered in Northern Manitoba. UM Faculty of Social
Work has approved funding to conduct a detailed feasibility study for offering the MSW-IK in Northern Manitoba in the near future.
IUS continued to work closely with partnering universities within the Human Resources Department.
The IUS Manager and Program Coordinator completed training with the University of Manitoba
Careers Program which is a recruitment module of the Human Resource Information Systems used
by the University of Manitoba Human Resources division. This web based tool will allow IUS to
advertise for sessional instructor positions, manage applications electronically, issue job offers to
candidates and receive electronic acceptances.
DIVISIONAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR INTER-UNIVERSITIES SERVICES
IUS works closely with UCN CBS and FABS to deliver university courses into the Bachelor of Arts
Program in The Pas and Thompson also at Regional Centre such as, Cross Lake, Flin Flon, Grand
Rapids, Norway House, and Split Lake. IUS offered university electives into the Northern Social
Work Degree Access program in Thompson, and Social Work Cohort programs with Awasis Agency
of Northern Manitoba, Nisichawayasihk Family & Community Cree Nation Wellness Centre in
Thompson and Nikan Awasisak in Cross Lake. This was the second year, IUS offers university
courses in Fisher River Cree Nation with twenty eights students enrolled. 502 students took courses
through IUS in 2016-2017 with a total of 1345 registrations.
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IUS provided many learning opportunities by offering the following courses; Aboriginal Studies,
Introduction to Computers, Mathematics, Science, and English in Northern Manitoba at UCN
campuses, regional centres and First Nation communities. IUS is a partnership with the four
Manitoba universities, Northern Communities, and other Stakeholders that encourages the
involvement and participation of Northern Communities and sought active collaboration in planning,
and delivery of the university courses it offers in Northern Manitoba.
The IUS Admission and Registration Advisory Committee consists of partnering universities’
admission and registration representatives that meet annually each year and in 2017, the meeting
took place at Brandon University on October 24, 2017. This is an advisory group to IUS on UCN’s
Admission and Registration processes for courses and programs offered through IUS to ensure this
meets the requirements of the course sponsoring university. Courses offered through IUS are
university degree credit courses that must have course transferability at the partnering universities.
IUS continued to provide advisor presence in the communities UCN serves, providing additional
supports to students, as Academic Advisors traveled to regional centres and other communities
where IUS offers courses. IUS and Enrolment Services presented to students in the Northern Social
Work Program, High Schools, and at UCN orientations.
IUS continued to introduce post-secondary to grade 4 students through a presentation by faculty and
education students. IUS in collaboration with UCN held a math and science enrichment program
(UCNrich) for grade 4 and 5 students from Westwood and Riverside Schools. Seventeen
elementary school students completed “UCNrich” where the students spend 8 weeks studying
challenging math and science, including logic, applied math, math fundamentals, and math problem
solving strategies.
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COMMUNITY BASED SERVICES

The Community Based Services (CBS) Department oversees the operations of 12 regional centre
campuses in Manitoba, as well as community based delivery of programming through
contract training. Nine of 12 regional centres are located in First Nation communities and are made
possible through partnerships with First Nations leaders and Education Authorities.
UCN’s 12 regional centre locations are in Churchill, Pimicikamak Cree Nation (Cross Lake),
Chemawawin Cree Nation (Easterville), Flin Flon, Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation (Nelson House),
Norway House, Mathias Colomb First Nation (Pukatawagan), Tataskweyak Cree Nation (Split
Lake), St. Theresa Point First Nation, Misipawistik Cree Nation (Grand Rapids), Bunibonibee Cree
Nation (Oxford House) and Swan River.
CBS has administrative offices in each of UCN’s campuses in The Pas and Thompson, and the
CBS staffing complement consists of the Vice-President, Community Based Services; Regional
Centre Director; 12 Regional Centre Coordinators; four Community Education Coordinators;
Executive Assistant to Vice-President; Administrative/Financial Manager; Community Based
Services Administrator, two full-time Counsellor/Academic Advisors, and a part-time Administrative
Assistant.
REGIONAL CENTRE BOARD OF DIRECTORS/ADVISORY COMMITTEES
The nine regional centres located in First Nation communities and the regional centre in Flon Flin,
have active Boards of Directors. The Boards of Directors are composed of four community
representatives and two UCN representatives. A consensus approach is utilized with regard to
discussions at the Board of Director level and the representation has continued to function
collaboratively and cooperatively. The Churchill and Swan River Regional Centres have Advisory
Committees which consist of between six and twelve community members representing various
stakeholders that provide advice and feedback for purposes of program planning and operation of
the regional centre.
PROGRAMS OFFERED IN 2017-18
The following certificate, diploma and degree programs were delivered in UCN’s various regional
centre locations in 2017-18:
• Churchill Regional Centre program offerings included the first year of the Business
Administration Diploma program delivered over several years on a part-time evening basis.
Security Guard Training and courses in partnership with Manitoba Tourism Education Centre
were also delivered;
• The Regional Centre in Cross Lake (Pimicikamak) offered Culinary Arts and Health Care Aide.
Culinary Arts was a carry-over from the previous academic year as the program did not start until
mid April 2017;
• The Early Childhood Education (ECE) diploma program was offered in Chemawawin
(Easterville) Regional Centre as a full-time day program. the second year of ECE is scheduled in
2018-19.
• The Flin Flon Regional Centre had two full-time day program offerings: Office Assistant (OA)
Certificate and Diploma in Practical Nursing (DPN). The OA program will finish in November
2018 while the DPN is scheduled to be completed in June 2019, A second intake of DPN is
planned for 2019-20.
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CONTRACT TRAINING
UCN Contract Training responded to the specific needs of business, industry, education
authorities, social service agencies, First Nations communities, and northern Manitoba
communities. As the training is delivered as much as possible in the locations where it is
needed, activities may take place at one of UCN’s permanent delivery sites or at any other
appropriate community or workplace setting.
UCN’s Community Based Services (CBS) Division delivered, by contract training,
approved certificate, diploma and undergraduate degree programs and courses such as those
normally offered at the Thompson or The Pas campuses. In addition, CBS delivered
university or college level programs tailored in response to a client’s expressed needs. General
interest credit and non-credit courses are also available for delivery through contract training.
Programs may be delivered as full-time or part-time day programs, or as Continuing Education
offerings.
CBS Contract training revenue for 2017/2018 was at $1,133,00 of projected 1,400,000 with a
total of 36 contracts delivered in 2017/18, from 40 in 2016/17. Contracts were delivered in the
following locations in Manitoba: Bloodvein, Cross Lake, Nisichawayasihk, Norway House,
Sagkeeng, York Landing, Pukatawagan, Opaskwayak Cree Nation, The Pas, and Thompson,
St, Theresa Point, Waasagamack, Churchill, Brochet, Tadoule Lake, Moose Lake, Lac Brochet,
God’s Lake Narrows, Dauphin, Lake St. Martin, York Landing, Pequis and Winnipeg. The main
focus of program delivery in contract training in 2017/18 continues to be short-term
programming leading directly to employment. Education Assistant Certificate, Health Care
Aide, Truck Driver Training, Heavy Equipment Operator Training and Emergency and Medical
Responder Training continue to be in high demand. We have also seen an increase in requests
for short-term professional development training in areas such as accounting, supervisory and
leadership training, proposal writing, and requests for Class 5 Driver Training,
PARTNERSHIPS
CBS continues its partnership with Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre
(MFNERC) and UCN’s Kenanow Faculty of Education to deliver the Educational Assistant
Certificate (EAC) program through contract training MFNERC delivers the program in the
communities they work with and students receive their credentials through UCN. In 2017-18,
EAC programs were delivered in Bloodvien, Lac Brochet, Sagkeeng, Pequis, and Tataskweyak.
CBS partnered with Inter-University Services (IUS) and the University of Manitoba Northern
Bachelor of Social Work program to deliver community based offerings of the
Bachelor of Social Work degree to individuals who are currently employed with Child and
Family services agencies and who are therefore unable to relocate to Thompson to pursue their
studies. Students enrolled in courses one week per month at UCN to complete the required
Arts and Science electives before transferring to the University of Manitoba Faculty of Social
Work to complete the Social Work specific courses. This program is currently offered at
Opaskwayak Cree Nation (OCN) and previously in Cross Lake. The Cross Lake cohort is now
enrolled in the University of Manitoba Faculty of Social Work, while the OCN cohort will
complete their Arts and Science electives in December 2018.
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On-going delivery of the Community Based Kenanow Bachelor of Education degree program (IDSIS/
BIDS/ BEDS) continued in four regional centre locations: Pimickamak, Misipawistik, Norway House
and Tataskweyak. This program is delivered in partnership with the UCN Faculty of Education;
College Preparation Certificate was offered in Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation (Nelson House).
Several certificate programs were delivered out of the Norway House Regional Centre in 2017-18,
including Carpentry/Woodworking which was delivered as a full-time day program, and Aboriginal
and Northern Counselling Skills which was offered on a part-time evening basis.
Bunibonibee (Oxford House) offered the second year of the Business Administration Diploma. The
cohort focused their studies on the Management stream of the Business Administration Diploma
program. A Firearms Safety course was also delivered.
The second year of a three year delivery Community Economic Development Diploma continued in
Mathiaas Colomb (Pukatawagan). The program delivery will finish in June 2019.
The Regional Centre in St Theresa Point offered Year 1 of the Business Administration Diploma
program. classes started in January 2018 and will finish at the end of January 2019. At this time only
the first year of the program is being considered for delivery in St Theresa Point. Students wanting to
continue their studies to complete the Diploma level will need to relocate to Thompson or The Pas.
The Aboriginal and Northern Counselling Skills Certificate program was offered in Swan River
Regional Centre on a part-time evening basis, as well as Welder Training Level 1. A 6 week Class 1
Truck Driver Training program was also delivered in Swan River.
CBS had an enrolment of over 600 full-time and part-time students attending community based
programs in 2017-18.
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2016-2017 GRADUATE SATISFACTION AND
EMPLOYMENT REPORT

The 2016-2017 Graduate Satisfaction and Employment survey results continue to show high rates
of employment. Sixty-nine percent (69%) of responding graduates are employed. Fifty-six percent
(56%) are employed full-time in a field related to their education and two percent (2%) are employed
part-time in a field related to their education. Twenty-one percent (21%) of graduates are furthering
their education and seven percent (7%) have reported being unemployed. Survey results continue
to show improving rates of student satisfaction. Ninety-three percent (93%) are overall satisfied with
their program and ninety-three percent (93%) would recommend their program to others.
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